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Abstract

Modelling Diversity of Solutions

Linnea Ingmar

For many combinatorial problems, finding a single solution is not enough. This is
clearly the case for multi-objective optimisation problems, as they have no single
“best solution” and, thus, it is useful to find a representation of the non-dominated
solutions (the Pareto frontier). However, it also applies to single objective
optimisation problems, where one may be interested in finding several (close to)
optimal solutions that illustrate some form of diversity. The same applies to
satisfaction problems. This is because models usually idealise the problem in some
way, and a diverse pool of solutions may provide a better choice with respect to
considerations that are omitted or simplified in the model. This thesis describes a
general framework for finding k diverse solutions to a combinatorial problem (be it
satisfaction, single-objective or multi-objective), various approaches to solve problems
in the framework, their implementations, and an experimental evaluation of their
practicality.
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1Introduction
Combinatorial problems appear in countless places in the society. To name a few examples, they are present
in timetabling in schools and universities, nurse rostering in hospitals and vehicle routing for delivery of
goods. Finding good solutions to these problems is often extremely hard in practice. Not only is it a
challenge that the underlying mathematical problem often isNP-complete — solving them optimally is not
always possible or practical — in our complex real world there are additional demands that sometimes go
beyond the idealisedmathematical world, such as trust in the solution by the people using it and robustness
in respect to unpredictable changes in the environment. Which solution is chosen for a real-world problem
can have a huge impact financially, environmentally, and on people’s everyday life and health.

Combinatorial problems can be modelled mathematically as a set of unknowns (variables) that are to
be assigned values such that some requirements (constraints) are satisfied. Sometimes it is enough for
a solution to the problem to satisfy the constraints (a satisfaction problem), but often the solution should
additionally maximise or minimise some cost function (called objective function) defined on the variables
(a (single-objective) optimisation problem). Additionally, a problem can have several objective functions (a
multi-objective optimisation problem).

The vast majority of the literature on optimisation [48, 36, 1] focuses on finding a single optimal solution
to a given optimisation problem. However, real-world optimisation models only approximate the complex
real-word problem they are modelling, as they cannot capture all of the problem details. Hence, the single
“best” solution presented to the problem owner may be far from the best alternative in practice. The
same applies to satisfaction problems, which can be seen as optimisation problems with a single, constant
optimisation function.

Ideally, the problem owner would be presented with a set of optimal solutions, to choose one based on
preferences that were not modelled, or to get an overview of the range of possible optimal solutions, or both.
To achieve this one cannot simply provide the problem owner with all optimal solutions to the problem,
since that would often be overwhelming, and computationally prohibitive. Similarly, it is not su�cient
to compute a small number of arbitrary optimal solutions to consider, since there is nothing preventing
these solutions from being almost identical (e.g., identical except for a single decision that has no impact
on the objective value). Instead, one should provide a reasonably small number of diverse solutions that are
optimal or close to optimal. This immediately raises the question: what does it mean for solutions to be
diverse?

A clear form of diversity appears in multi-objective optimisation problems, where one is presented with
a set of objectives (rather than a single objective) to optimise. This naturally gives rise to diversity issues
since, while the ideal answer to amulti-objective problem is the entire Pareto frontier (i.e., the non-dominated

set of solutions), in practice, this set is often extremely large, and therefore not practical to compute. Thus,
one would like to find k solutions that are diverse with respect to the objectives.

Example 1. Consider the problem of designing the physical layout of a complex chemical plant. The
aim is to allocate the position of all equipment and to route the connecting pipes, while ensuring the
solutions satisfy safety and operational constraints, andminimise three cost objectives: footprint, pipes and
supports [4, 3]. While the problem relies on uniformly modelling these costs using present values, these



values are estimations that depend on future unknowns, and might vary independently of each other.
For example, footprint costs depend on real estate prices, pipe costs on the cost of the pipe materials
and construction, and supports on the cost of the metal required to support both equipment and pipes.
Expected returns are related to future demand and product prices. If we present a single “optimal design”
to the plant engineers, then they are locked in to estimations that might be substantially di↵erent to what
is finally used. Hence, a better approach is to present them with k diverse designs that are optimal (or near-
optimal) in terms of estimated cost, but are substantially di↵erent in how those costs are spread among the
three objectives. This gives decisions makers the ability to choose a robust solution with respect to their
understanding of the relative costs of each component.

While multi-objective problems give rise to a natural notion of diversity, the diversity of solutions may
also depend on factors not captured by the objective. Such a notion of diversity is important to all combi-
natorial problems, including satisfaction and single-objective problems.

Example 2. Consider the plant layout problem introduced in Example 1. It is common for plants to have a
special piece of equipment (the pipe rack) that traverses the entire plant. The relative position of equipment
to this rack is a decision that is often not subject to operational constraints and is not captured by any of
the objectives. However, some relative positions may be more suitable than others, as they might a↵ect
maintenance access, footprint shape and construction capabilities. While one can try to measure such
“suitability” and add it as an objective function, quantifying this concept accurately might not be possible.
Hence, for any given combination of objective values, it makes sense for the plant engineer to explore
solutions that di↵er on the relative position of the equipment. This notion of “diversity” is not captured by
the model’s objectives.

The above example shows that measures of diversity are often intimately tied to the model of the prob-
lem. It therefore seems clear that we should extend modelling languages to enable modellers to directly
specify diversity in the model. This thesis1 shows how we can extend a solver-independent modelling lan-
guage to create a framework for expressing a very general form of diversity problem. It then defines a
number of approaches to solving this diversity problem, and provides an experimental evaluation of an
implementation of the framework that demonstrates the versatility of the diversity problem we define, and
uses it to compare the solving approaches.

1.1 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are:

• A generic framework for specifying diverse solution problems.

• Four generic solving approaches for solving diverse solution problems specified in the framework.

• A practical implementation of the diverse solution problem specification and their solving approaches
in the MiniZinc [29] system.

• Experimental results showing:

– The practicality of the framework.

– The relative strengths and weaknesses of the solving approaches.

– Its use on a large real-world optimisation problem, where diversity has been requested by the
industrial clients.

1Much of the work in this thesis is also described in [21].
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1.2 Outline

The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 gives the necessary background. Chapter 3
discusses components required to describe a diversity problem and gives a formal definition of the general
diversity problem we consider. Chapter 4 explores various solving approaches that can be used to solve the
general diversity problem. Chapter 5 covers related work. Chapter 6 describes how the solving approaches
from Chapter 4 are implemented in the MiniZinc system. Chapter 7 experimentally evaluates the strengths
andweaknesses of the solving approaches using real-world and artificial examples, and a large and complex
real-world case study. Finally, Chapter 8 discusses future work and concludes.
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2Preliminaries

This chapter covers relevant background. It first discusses combinatorial problems, and then gives an
overview of the MiniZinc modelling language and tool chain.

2.1 Combinatorial Problems

Many real-world problems can be described as combinatorial problems. For example, they naturally arise
in areas such as timetabling, product configuration, and scheduling. In combinatorial problems, unknowns
are to be decided in such a way that some requirements (constraints) are satisfied. In addition, the solution
to the problem is often required to be as “good” as possible with respect to a measure provided by an objec-
tive function, for example, minimising a cost. Sometimes the problem has several (conflicting) objectives.
This could happen, for example, when we want to simultaneously maximise the quality and minimise the
price of a product. Such a problem is called a multi-objective optimisation problem.

In general, combinatorial problems are NP-complete and, unless P = NP, require search to be solved.
Many practical solving technologies have been developed to tackle these problems, such as constraint pro-
gramming (CP) [36], mixed integer programming (MIP) [48], Boolean satisfiability (SAT) [22] and satisfia-
bility modulo theories (SMT) [31]. As this thesis considers combinatorial problems in a high-level, solver-
independent context, it is enough to be aware of the diversity of solving technologies, and hence we do not
consider the details of each solving technology.

The rest of this section defines and gives examples of three types of combinatorial problems. We make
use of the following definitions. Given a universe of variables V and a finite set of values D, a valuation ✓
is a mapping from v 2 V to ✓(v) 2D. Given a set ⌃ of functions f mapping D ⇥ · · ·⇥D!D, we extend ✓ to
map terms over ⌃[V in the obvious manner ✓(f (t1, . . . , tn)) = f (✓(t1), . . .✓(tn)). Given a set ⇧ of predicates,
we extend ✓ to map atoms p of ⇧ over terms in ⌃ [ V as ✓(p(t1, . . . , tn)) = true i↵ (✓(t1), . . . ,✓(tn)) 2 p. A
constraint c is a pair

⌦
V ,p

↵
consisting of a sequence of variables V 2 V and a predicate p 2 ⇧ defining the

allowed combinations of values the variables may take. We define ✓(c) = true i↵ ✓(p(V )) = true.

2.1.1 Satisfaction Problems

A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) P = (V ,D,C) consists of a set of variables V , an initial (finite) domain
D, which maps each variable v 2 V to its set of possible valuesD(v), and a set of constraints C over variables
V . A valuation ✓ is a solution of P i↵ ✓(v) 2D(v), v 2 V and ✓(c) is true for all c 2 C.

Example 3. The well-known puzzle Sudoku is a classic example of a CSP. This puzzle typically consists of
a 9⇥ 9 matrix of cells, divided into nine smaller 3⇥ 3 sub-matrices. Each cell is to be filled with a number
in the range from 1 to 9 inclusive, such that, for each row and column in the 9 ⇥ 9 matrix, and for each
3 ⇥ 3 sub-matrix, the same number may not occur twice (or equivalently, the numbers must be di↵erent).
This problem can be modelled as a CSP, with 81 variables (one for each cell), each variable having the
domain {1, . . . ,9}. There is one constraint for each row, column and 3 ⇥ 3 sub-matrix (27 in total). Each



of these constraints states that the variables in that row, column or sub-matrix must be assigned di↵erent
values.

2.1.2 Optimisation Problems

A constraint optimisation problem (COP) P = (V ,D,C,O) consists of a CSP (V ,D,C) and an objective function
O defined on variables V to be maximised (without loss of generality). An optimal solution of P is a solution
✓ of (V ,D,C), such that for all other solutions ✓0 of (V ,D,C), ✓(O) � ✓0(O).

Example 4. Assume a traveller is going on a flight trip where there is a maximum allowed weight on the
baggage. There are many potential items to pack in the bag, but all items do not fit because of the weight
limit. Each item is associated with a “happiness” value, representing how happy the traveller becomes if
that particular item is packed. Ideally, the items adding up to the maximum possible happiness should
be chosen. This is called the Knapsack problem and is a classic optimisation problem. This problem can
be modelled as a COP, where the variables indicate which items are packed, the only constraint is that the
total weight of the items must be less than the weight limit, and the objective is to maximise the summed
happiness of the packed items.

2.1.3 Multi-objective Optimisation Problems

A multi-objective constraint optimisation problem (MCOP) P = (V ,D,C,O) is a COP, where the objective O is
replaced by a set of objectives O. A solution ✓ of P is a solution of (V ,D,C). Solution ✓1 of P dominates

solution ✓2, if for each O 2 O, ✓1(O) � ✓2(O), and for at least one O 2 O, ✓1(O) > ✓2(O). A non-dominated

solution ✓ of P is a solution that is not dominated by any other solution of P. The Pareto frontier PF(P) of
an MCOP P is the set of all non-dominated solutions of P, and provides a picture of the whole space of
best solutions. This is useful for problem owners, as it allows them to choose the best tradeo↵ between
objectives.

Example 5. Assume the knapsack of Example 4 is shared between two friends, Rachel and Monica. They
have conflicting opinions about how much each item is worth, so that the best packing for Rachel is far
from the best packing for Monica. Figure 2.1 shows a possible scenario of 12 items using a weight limit
of 30 kg. Figure 2.1a shows data for the items in a grid layout, where each cell shows the happiness value
for Rachel (R) and for Monica (M) as well as the weight (W) of a particular item. Figure 2.1b is a plot
of happiness values for seven Pareto optimal packings (black dots) as well as for one additional possible
packing (red cross), where values on the x-axis represent happiness for Rachel and values on the y-axis
represent happiness for Monica. Consider the three points A, B, and C in Figure 2.1b. In Figure 2.1a,
the items used in these packings are encircled with red, blue, and orange, respectively. Point A dominates
point C, because it has strictly higher happiness values both for Monica and for Rachel. Point B does not
dominate point C, because B has a lower happiness value for Monica. Neither does point C dominate point
B, because C has a lower happiness value for Rachel. Point C is not Pareto optimal, because it is dominated
by A.

This is a bi-objective version of the Knapsack problem. In general, it can have arbitrarily many objec-
tives, by simply adding more friends.

As mentioned before, for many MCOPs the Pareto frontier may be too large to compute. Thus, we are
interested in approximating it by a set R of solutions. There are a number of di↵erent ways to measure how
well R approximates the Pareto frontier. One of the simplest measures is the hypervolume of the dominated
objective space [51]. Given bounds lO..uO for each objective O 2 O, the hypervolume (HV) measures how
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(a) Twelve candidate items, with indicated weights
(W), and happiness values for Rachel (R) and Monica
(M).

(b)Happiness for Monica (y-axis) and Rachel (x-axis)
for seven Pareto optimal packings (solid points), and
a dominated packing (red cross).

Figure 2.1: Candidate items (left) and plotted happiness values (right) for Rachel’s and Monica’s trip. Selected items
for encircled points A (red), B (blue), and C (orange) in right figure are encircled with their respective colors in left
figure.

many valuations in the hypercube defined over the objectives, are dominated by the chosen set of solutions
R ✓ PF(P).

HV =
���{(x1, . . . ,xn) | xi 2 lOi

..uOi
,9✓ 2 R.8i 2 1..n.✓(Oi ) � xi }

���

Therefore, the higher the value, the better the set R. While this definition assumes discrete objectives, an
analogous definition using integration exists for continuous domains [52].

Another common measure first computes for every solution s of P, the minimum w(R,s) of the max-
imised di↵erences between the objectives computed in s, and those computed for the solutions in R:

!(R,s) = min✓2R (maxO2O (s(O)�✓(O))) (2.1)

Then, the measure is given by the !-value of the worst represented point on PF(P), that is, the point on the
Pareto frontier that maximises !:

⌦(R) = maxp2PF(P)!(R,p) (2.2)

Therefore, the lower the value, the better the R.

Lexicographic Optimisation

Sometimes, there is a defined order on the objectives of a MCOP. Then the goal is to find a solution that
lexicographically maximises the objectives. This is useful when some objectives are more important than
others.

Example 6. Assume a problem with three variables, x, y, and z, each having the domain {1,2,3}. The
variables are to take on di↵erent values, in other words, they must be a permutation of the values 1, 2, and
3. Assume the objective is to lexicographically maximise the variables in the order they are given. While
the set of Pareto optimal solutions of this problem is all permutations of the values in the domain, the only
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Figure 2.2: The MiniZinc tool chain.

lexicographically optimal solution is x = 3, y = 2, z = 1. This is because any other permutation of the values
is lexicographically smaller than (3,2,1).

2.2 MiniZinc

MiniZinc [29] is a modelling language for combinatorial problems. Problems are modelled in a high-level
declarative way, that is, the modeller specifies what a solution to the problem should fulfill, without nec-
essarily having to worry about how a solution is found. A MiniZinc model typically includes the problem
variables, their domains (Booleans, integer or real numbers, or sets), the constraints on the variables and,
optionally, an objective function. Additionally, a model can contain parameters (constants), whose values
are typically specified in a file di↵erent from the model file. We refer to a combination of a model, with the
values for its parameters (instance data), as a problem instance.

MiniZinc is solver independent. This means that any MiniZinc problem instance can be solved with any
of the backend solvers interfaced with MiniZinc. There are backend solvers for multiple solving technolo-
gies, such as CP [32, 12, 35], MIP [5], SAT [50], and local search [7]. This is made possible by how the
MiniZinc compiler works: it translates a MiniZinc problem instance into a solver-specific, more low-level
representation of the problem instance expressed in a language called FlatZinc. The translation made by
the compiler typically includes the reformulation of some high-level constraints into logically equivalent
statements that are supported by the target solver. For example, for MIP solvers all constraints need to
be linear (that is, linear equations or inequalities). E.g., a model containing a constraint where a variable
is multiplied with some other variable (x · y, where x and y are both variables) is not linear, and thus the
compiler first reformulates it using auxiliary variables and linear constraints, before passing the problem
to the MIP solver. As a result, MiniZinc allows a very high expressiveness, while o↵ering the strengths of
several solving technologies.

The MiniZinc tool chain is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The problem instance, consisting of a model file
with its instance data is passed to the compiler, along with the standard library of the target solver. The
compiler then produces the solver-specific FlatZinc, which is then passed to the target solver.

Listing 1 shows a MiniZinc model of the Knapsack COP discussed in Example 4, and will be used to
introduce the main concepts of the MiniZinc language. Lines 1–10 of the model declare the parameters of
the problem: the number of items n, the set of items Items (note that 1..n denotes the set {1, . . . ,n}),
the capacity of the knapsack, and the happiness and weight defined as arrays of integers where
happiness[i] and weight[i] provide the happiness and weight, respectively, of item i. Line 13 de-
clares the variables of the problem: an array of variables with domains {0,1}, where in_knapsack[i]
takes the value 0 if the item i is not packed, and 1 if it is packed. We see that in_knapsack is indeed
an array of variables (and not an array of parameters) from the fact that the keyword var is present in the

14



Listing 1: A MiniZinc model for the Knapsack problem (a modified version of the model given by [26]).

1 % Number of items
2 int: n;
3 % The set of items
4 set of int: Items = 1..n;
5 % Capacity of the knapsack
6 int: capacity;
7 % Happiness of each item
8 array[Items] of int: happiness;
9 % Weight of each item

10 array[Items] of int: weight;
11

12 % in_knapsack[i] = 1 iff item i is packed
13 array[Items] of var 0..1: in_knapsack;
14 % All items must fit in the knapsack
15 constraint sum (i in Items) (in_knapsack[i]*weight[i]) <= capacity;
16

17 % Maximize the total happiness
18 solve
19 :: int_search(in_knapsack, input_order, indomain_max)
20 maximize sum (i in Items) (in_knapsack[i]*happiness[i]);

declaration. Constraints in MiniZinc are prefixed by the keyword constraint. The only constraint of this
problem is defined in Line 15, and it ensures that the sum of the weights of the packed items is less than
the capacity. Note that the syntax used in the constraint is close to how it would be written using math-
ematical notation:

P
i2Itemsin_knapsck[i] ·weight[i]  capacity. Finally, Lines 18–20 defines how

the problem should be solved. Line 19 is a search annotation and is optional to provide; it will be discussed
shortly. Line 20 defines the objective of the problem, which is to maximise the sum of the happiness of
the packed items. If the problem had been a satisfaction problem, then we could simply drop Lines 18–20
from the model.

MiniZinc Functions and Predicates. MiniZinc supports user-defined functions and predicates [42], used
to capture common sub-expression of a model or to define new constraints, or both. The following example
illustrates this support.

Example 7. The Knapsack model in Listing 1 could define a weighted_sum function to compute the
weighted sum of a variable array and a parameter array:

function var int: weighted_sum(array[int] of var int: x, array[int] of int: w) =
sum (i in index_set(x)) (x[i]*w[i]);

Here we make use of the built-in function index_set, which returns the index set of an array: the range of
integers with which an array can be indexed by. E.g., the index set of the in_knapsack array in Listing 1
is the Items set. We can then use this function to define an all_items_fit predicate as follows:

predicate: all_items_fit() =
weighted_sum(in_knapsack, weight) <= capacity;

15



With these definitions, we can replace line 15 in Listing 1 by constraint all_items_fit(); and
Line 20 by maximize weighted_sum(in_knapsack, happiness);.

MiniZinc Annotations. MiniZinc annotations are used to pass additional information to the compiler or
to the backend solver. Modellers can either use any of the predefined annotations from the annotation
library of MiniZinc, or declare their own annotations.

One common type of annotation is search annotations. They are used to tell the backend solver how
to perform search when solving the problem. As already mentioned, Line 19 in Listing 1 is an example
of a search annotation. Note that this annotation is not part of the problem specification, but how to
perform search can have a huge impact on the runtime and memory usage when solving the problem.
As all MiniZinc annotations, it is attached to the model using the connector ::. This annotation means
that the solver should search by selecting variables from the array of integer variables in_knapsack. The
second and third arguments to the annotation (input_order and indomain_max) define heuristics (what
variables and values are to be tried in which order) and will not be discussed in detail here. The interested
reader can find more about search annotations e.g. in the MiniZinc tutorial1.

Search annotations, among others, are only relevant for some backend solvers, and can be safely ignored
by others. More specifically, the compiler (see Figure 2.2) passes on the search annotation to the FlatZinc
file, and when the backend solver parses the FlatZinc file, it can choose to ignore the search annotation.

Another example of aMiniZinc annotation is the add_to_output annotation, which can be attached to
a variable so that it is printed in the solution. For example, if we attach this annotation to the in_knapsack
variable array in Line 13 in Listing 1:

array[Items] of var 0..1: in_knapsack :: add_to_output;

then the values of the variables in the array would be printed in the solution.

1https://www.minizinc.org/downloads/doc-latest/minizinc-tute.pdf
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3Modelling Diversity

This chapter first introduces the various components that make up our diversity framework, and then for-
mally defines the first main contribution of this thesis: the general diversity problem. For simplicity, we
restrict to maximisation when describing the framework. In practice, it can straightforwardly be gener-
alised to allow both maximisation, minimisation, or a mix of both.

3.1 Modelling Components

This section introduces the modelling components of our diversity framework: distance measures define
distances between solutions in a model; which are combined into one measure of diversity for every pair of
solutions. Moreover, constraints are used to restrict the values of the distances between solutions, and to
control the optimality of the solutions. Finally, the diversity measure arising from every pair of solutions is
aggregated into an overall measure of diversity.

3.1.1 Distance Measures

Central to the modelling of solution diversity is a model-specific notion of distance between solutions. A
distance function �(✓1,✓2) returns the distance from valuation ✓1 to valuation ✓2. Note that such a distance
function is directional and, thus, may not be symmetric (�(✓1,✓2) , �(✓2,✓1)), although symmetry often
holds.

Example 8. Consider the plant layout model introduced in Example 1. One important aspect in this prob-
lem that is not captured by the objective function, is the relative position of each piece of equipment with
respect to the pipe rack, discussed in Example 2, which normally spans over the entire plant from west to
east. We can model diversity in terms of relative position to the rack, by using an array of auxiliary decision
variables (rel_pos_rack) that indicate whether a piece of equipment overlaps with the rack or is located
north or south of it (assuming spatial coordinates where the x-axis represents the west to east direction and
the y-axis represents the south to north direction). We assume that y_coord[e] and size[e] represent
the y-coordinate of the lower left corner and the side length, respectively, of a piece of equipment e, and
that rack_idx is the index of the pipe rack in these arrays. We also assume that EQUIPMENT is defined as
the set of equipment. This can be modelled in MiniZinc as:

1 enum POS = { OVERLAP, NORTH, SOUTH };
2 array[EQUIPMENT] of var POS: rel_pos_rack;
3 constraint forall (e in EQUIPMENT) (
4 rel_pos_rack[e] =
5 if y_coord[e] >= y_coord[rack_idx] + size[rack_idx] then
6 NORTH
7 elseif y_coord[e] + size[e] <= y_coord[rack_idx] then
8 SOUTH
9 else

10 OVERLAP
11 endif);



In Line 1 we define an enum for the three possible relative positions, which makes the model more readable
than using for example numbers 1, 2, and 3 for representing positions. The enum is used as domains for
the variables in the rel_pos_rack array in Line 2. Lines 3–11 constrains the variables in rel_pos_rack
to take appropriate relative position values. Note that forall is the MiniZinc equivalent to the logical
operator 8. For simplicity, we assume here that the pieces of equipment have equal side lengths in each
dimension, which is not true in reality. Note that this definition is added to the model only to represent
diversity of solutions; it plays no role in solving the original problem. We can now define a distance
function (swaps), that counts the number of non-rack equipment that swap their relative position from
north to south, or from south to north in the two solutions considered:

function var int: swaps(array[int] of var POS: rpr1, array[int] of var POS: rpr2) =
sum (e in EQUIPMENT where e != rack_idx)

(rpr1[e]!=OVERLAP /\ rpr2[e]!=OVERLAP /\ rpr1[e]!=rpr2[e]);

Note that /\ is MiniZinc syntax for logical and. Also note that this particular distance function is symmet-
ric.

3.1.2 Combining Distances into a Single Diversity Measure

There is often more than one single distance function to measure the solution diversity. As mentioned be-
fore, this is common inmulti-objective problems, as each objective provides a diversity measure. Specifying
a multi-objective problem in MiniZinc is straightforward with a simple extension: we drop the restriction
of requiring at most one solve item in any model.

Example 9. Consider a radiation scheduling problem with two objectives: minimising the beamtime of
each radiation beam shot, and minimising the number K of beam shots [2]. These objectives can be ex-
pressed in MiniZinc (using maximisation to comply with the framework) as:

solve maximize -Beamtime;
solve maximize -K; % number of shots

The following distance measures can be automatically derived from these objectives: �beamtime(✓1,✓2) =
✓1(�Beamtime) � ✓2(�Beamtime) and �shots(✓1,✓2) = ✓1(�K) � ✓2(�K). Note that these are asymmetrical
distance functions. This is because we want a positive distance �O(✓1,✓2) to reflect that ✓1 is better than ✓2
in objective O, for reasons that will become clear in Examples 10 and 14.

For problems with multiple distance measures � = [�1, . . . ,�n], modellers must combine them to create
a single diversity measure for every two valuations. There are many generic ways to combine the distance
measure of two valuations, including:

• max: the maximum of the distance measures;

•
P
: summing up the distance measures;

• min: the least distance measure, which is useful for ensuring a minimum level of diversity across all
measures;

• lex: a lexicographic order on the distance measures, which is useful to make each measure more
important than those appearing later in the order.

In addition, there might also be problem-specific ways to combine the measures. In general, given a com-

binator function C : range(�1)⇥ · · ·⇥ range(�n)! X defined by the modeller to map the sequence of distances
� = [�1, . . . ,�n] to some sequence X, and two valuations ✓1 and ✓2, our framework defines the diversity

measure as H(✓1,✓2) = C(�1(✓1,✓2), . . . ,�n(✓1,✓2)).
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Example 10. For multi-objective problems, a useful way of combining (maximisation) distance measures
is C = max. This has the property that H(✓1,✓2) > 0 implies there is some distance measure where ✓1 is
better than ✓2 and, hence, ✓1 is not dominated by ✓2. Similarly, H(✓1,✓2) < 0 implies that ✓1 is dominated
by ✓2.

Auto-scaling It is often not obvious how to compare (and thus combine) multiple distance measures.
Consider the radiation scheduling problem of Example 9. The two objectives are quite di↵erent in nature:
Beamtime is measured in seconds and could range from 10 to 3600; K is measured in units (shots) with a
likely range from 1 to 10. If one simply combines these two measures, then diversity will only be e↵ectively
achieved for Beamtime, since it overwhelms the shots. Modellers can manually scale the instances by, for
example, replacing the shots K by 360 · K, if they understand the relative scale of the distance measures.
However, in many problems modellers will be exploring the diversity of solutions, and may have no good
estimation of how large or small the resulting distance measures may be.

As a result, we are interested in auto-scaling combinator functions. Given a combinator C, our frame-
work defines an auto-scaling variant, inspired by [27], as follows:

CAS(d1, . . . ,dn) = C(d1/scale1, . . . ,dn/scalen)
scalei = if divi  0 then 1 else divi endif

divi = max
s1,s22S

�i (s1, s2)� min
s1,s22S

�i (s1, s2)

where S is the set of solutions discovered so far in the solving process. For non-iterative methods we can
use pre-probing to generate initial solutions (usually, we would find solutions optimising each of the n ob-
jectives before starting the process). For iterative methods, the auto-scaling combinator will automatically
adjust during the process: once significant diversity in one distance measure is found, it will become less
important to the future diversity measure. The if-then-else-endif is used to avoid the corner cases of (a) no
solutions, where divi = �1, and (b) single solution, where divi = 0.

3.1.3 Intra-diversity Constraints

For optimisation problems, it is often useful to find a diverse set of solutions that are near optimal, since
this will eliminate diverse solutions that are not interesting to the problem owner (too far from optimal).
The definition of how near a solution must be to the optimal value to be acceptable is usually problem-
specific and, hence, should be specified in the model. Given an optimal or best known solution to a COP
with objective value o, our framework supports the definition in the model of an intra-diversity constraint

q(o,O), which constrains the objective O to be near the optimal value o.

Example 11. A common intra-diversity constraint for a COP is to allow solutions within x% of optimal,
e.g. q(o,O) = 100O � (100� x)o.

A similar intra-diversity constraint q(o,O) can be defined for MCOPs, where o contains the optimal
value oi for each objective Oi in the multi-objective O.

Example 12. A typical intra-diversity constraint for a MCOP would be to allow solutions within x% of
optimal in at least one measure, e.g. q(o,O) = 9Oi2O100Oi � (100� x)oi .

3.1.4 Inter-diversity Constraints

When searching for a set of k diverse solutions, there may be a priori restrictions on how di↵erent the
solutions need to be. Typically, these constraints make use of some distance measure in order to separate
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the solutions. Hence, the framework includes an inter-diversity constraint p(�1(✓1,✓2), . . . ,�n(✓1,✓2)), which
can impose constraints on the various distance measures between solutions.

Example 13. Consider the radiation scheduling problem of Example 9, with the distance measures
�beamtime and �shots. In order to make the solutions noticeably di↵erent, modellers may require �beamtime to
be at least five minutes, if two solutions that are within five minutes duration in beamtime of each other
are not really di↵erent from a patient’s perspective. If so, then the modeller can define p(�beamtime,�shots)
as �beamtime � 300, enforcing the beamtimes to di↵er by at least 300 seconds.

3.1.5 Aggregation of Diversity

In order to select the most diverse k solutions for a problem, the framework needs to know how to combine
the pairwise diversity measures resulting from each pair of solutions, to an overall measure of diversity
for the k solutions. Two common aggregator functions A are:

P
, summing up the pairwise diversity mea-

sures; and min, taking the minimum over all pairs of the diversity measure. For MCOPs, the automatically
derived aggregator is min.

3.2 The General Diversity Problem

Let us now specify a general framework for defining diversity problems.

Definition 1 (General Diversity Problem). Given COP P = (V ,D,C,O) orMCOP P = (V ,D,C,O), a sequence
of pairwise distance functions � = [�1, . . . ,�m], a combinator function C, an aggregator function A, an inter-
diversity constraint p and an intra-diversity constraint q, the general diversity problem Q = (P,�,C,A,p,q)
for non-negative integer k, is to find a set ⇥ such that:

• |⇥| = k;

• 8✓ 2⇥: ✓ is a solution to the corresponding CSP (V ,D,C);

• 8✓ 2 ⇥: either q(o,✓(O)) or q(o,✓(O)) holds, where o is the value of the best known solution for COP
P, and o contains the values oi of the best known solution for each objective Oi 2O of MCOP P;

• 8✓1,✓2 2⇥,✓1 , ✓2: p(�1(✓1,✓2), . . . ,�m(✓1,✓2)) holds; and

• A({C(�1(✓1,✓2), . . . ,�m(✓1,✓2))|✓1,✓2 2⇥,✓1 , ✓2}) is maximised.

Note that not all these features need to be used. If not set by the user, then we define q to be true by
default, which does not restrict solutions to be near optimal. Similarly, we set p to be true by default, which
does not impose any distance requirements between solutions.
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4Solving Diversity Problems

This chapter discusses four approaches to solving the general diversity problem Q = (P,�,C,A,p,q) for size
k, where P = (V ,D,C,O), as defined in Definition 1.

4.1 Exact Solving Method

The most straightforward solving approach is to treat the general diversity problem as a COP and obtain
an exact solution. To do this we first create k copies of its variables and constraints, k copies of its intra-
diversity constraint q, and k(k�1)/2 copies of its inter-diversity constraint p. We then construct the objective
function, which is of size |�|k(k � 1)/2, and solve it using any available constraint optimisation solver.

The exact solution method, which we denote as Ex(k), is the only method we will explore that has the
capability of finding an optimal solution to Q for k. Of course, the drawback of the method is that the
problem size of the COP explodes by at least a factor k, and possibly k2. Thus, it will not be practical in
general.

4.2 Greedy Solving Method

To overcome the size explosion of Ex(k), we can use a greedy approach that finds one solution at a time,
making use of the components in Q to drive towards diverse solutions. While this greedy method may
not find optimal solutions to the general diversity problem, it can be much faster in practice while still
producing good diversity.

The greedy approximation method Gr(k), shown in Algorithm 1, iteratively builds a set of solutions ⇥
as follows. Initially, ⇥ consists of an arbitrary first optimal solution ✓1. Then, in each iteration of the
loop, a modified version of the base problem is solved: the set V 0 of variables for the pairwise distances
between solutions with their respective domains is joined with V ; the domain D0 mapping each variable
v0 2 V 0 is added to D; the set C 0 of constraints on the pairwise distances are added; and the objective is to
lexicographically maximise first the aggregated distance, and then the original objective O. In other words,
in each iteration the most diverse solution is found so that its objective value is at least as good as any
other solution with the same diversity. If the original problem P is multi-objective, then we create a single
objective O =

P
Oi2OwiOi by weighting the components with some positive weights wi . In this case, the

second component will eliminate dominated solutions.
The role of the lexicographic optimisation is to ensure that the solutions we return are the best of those

with the same diversity measure. Consider Example 11, where an intra-diversity constraint requiring solu-
tions to be no more than x% away from the optimal was introduced. Without lexicographic optimisation,
the greedy algorithm could always return solutions that are exactly x% non-optimal, even if optimal solu-
tions with the same measure of diversity exist.



Algorithm 1 A greedy algorithm for the general diversity problem

1: procedure Gr(k)
2: Input

• General diversity problem Q = ((V ,D,C,O),� = {�1, . . . ,�m},A,C,p,q)
• Non-negative integer k

• A lower and upper bound (l,u)

3: ✓1 solution to (V ,D,C) that maximises O
4: o ✓1(O)
5: ⇥ {✓1}
6: while |⇥|  k do
7: let 8✓ 2⇥,8� 2 � : d✓�  �(V ,✓(V ))
8: V 0  {d✓� |✓ 2⇥,� 2 �}
9: D0  {[l,u], . . . , [l,u]}

10: C 0  S
✓2⇥{p(d✓�1 , . . . ,d

✓
�m
)}[ {q(o,O)}

11: ✓ solution to (V[V 0 ,D[D0 ,C[C 0) lexicographically maximising [A({C(d✓�1 , . . . ,d
✓
�m
) | ✓ 2⇥},O]

12: ⇥ ⇥ [ {✓}
return ⇥

Example 14. When solving the radiation scheduling problem of Example 9 using Gr(k), the automatically
derived aggregated diversity measure in line 11 of Algorithm 1 is:

min({max(�beamtime(V ,✓),�shots(V ,✓)) | ✓ 2⇥})

which is the measure in Eq. (2.1) of how well the solution is represented by the set ⇥. By maximising this,
we imitate the measure of representativity in Eq. (2.2), using the set of Pareto optimal solutions ⇥ found so
far.

4.3 Hybrid Diversity Solving

The Gr(k) method is blind to the overall space of solutions. Hence, it can have di�culty finding good
solutions. The Ex(k) method is aware of the entire space of solutions. As a result, it finds optimal solutions
but is ine�cient as k grows large (as we will see in the experiments, it is not too bad for small k). This
gives us the impetus to develop a hybrid solving method that combines the strength of the two. This can
straightforwardly be achieved by defining aHy(l, k), l  k method that first solves Ex(l) to generate the most
diverse l solutions, and then uses the greedy method to find the next k � l solutions, by simply replacing ⇥
at Line 5 of Gr(k � l) by the result of Ex(l).

4.4 Post hoc Diversity Solving

All previous methods compute exactly k solutions. A di↵erent approach to tackling the diversity prob-
lem is to compute first many more solutions (hopefully, very quickly) and then select k diverse solutions
from this set. More formally, the post hoc solving method Ph(U,K,k) first finds u > k solutions S , using
method U , to CSP (V ,D,C [ {q(o,O)}), and then solves the general diversity problem with the restric-
tion that ⇥ ✓ S , using method K . Note that we can precompute �(✓1,✓2),� 2 �,✓1,✓2 2 S,✓1 , ✓2 and
p(�1(✓1,✓2), . . . ,�m(✓1,✓2)),✓1,✓2 2 S,✓1 , ✓2, where � = {�1, . . . ,�m}. For example, we could first randomly
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generate u solutions to the said CSP during some given time limit. Then, we precompute the pairwise
distances between the solutions in the pool, and filter out those that do not fulfill the inter-diversity con-
straint p. After that, we could use an exact approach to select k solutions out of the remaining solutions
that maximise the overall diversity measure. In general, this class of solving methods can use any approach
U to generate the u initial solutions, and any solving method K for selecting the final k solutions. There
could be a pre-defined number u of initial solutions, or as many solutions as possible could be generated
during some time limit. Obvious solving approaches are to generate the u solutions either randomly or
using the greedy method, and then, use either the exact or greedy approach for selecting the k solutions.
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5Related Work

This chapter discusses related work. We first discuss work on diversity of solutions, and then move on to
multi-objective optimisation.

5.1 Diversity of Solutions

The diversity of solutions has been studied in many contexts, including CP [18, 19, 33], MIP [14], SAT [28]
and answer set programming [11]. Its practicality has been exemplified in a range of application domains,
such as planning problems [39, 15, 30], product configuration [18, 17], product recommender systems [8,
9], and automatic test generation [20].

Hebrard et al [18] introduce several problem classes for diversity (and similarity) for CSPs:

• MaxDiversekSet: find a set of solutions of cardinality k where the minimum distance between any
two solutions is maximised;

• dDistantkSet: find a set of solutions of cardinality k where the minimum distance between any two
solutions is at least d;

• MaxdDistantSet: find a set of solutions where the minimum distance between any two solutions is
at least d and the cardinality of the set is maximised.

We will refer to these classes as Hebrard’s problem classes. They propose two solving techniques for these
problems: an exact approach that creates k copies of the CSP and a greedy approximation algorithm that
finds solutions iteratively. The general diversity problem introduced in this thesis is a generalisation of
MaxDiversekSet, and we generalise the two solving approaches into an exact and greedy solving method
for our problem.

Hadzic et al [17] solve MaxDiversekSet exactly using a multi-valued decision diagram (MDD) to com-
pactly represent a CSP. They outperform the exact algorithm of [18] on product configuration problems.
Whether their techniques can be adapted to solve the general diversity problem is interesting and remains
as future work.

Petit et al [33] address diversity for COPs. In terms of Hebrard’s problem classes, the closest is MaxDi-

versekSet, although generalised to COPs and they use an approximation algorithm only. They propose a
greedy algorithm that starts with an optimal or near-optimal solution to the problem and iteratively finds
solutions that are diverse as well as near-optimal. The greedy algorithm is formulated in a generic way; the
distance measure and threshold values such as minimum diversity or requirements on solution optimality
are given as parameters. This idea is similar to inter- and intra-diversity constraints used in this thesis. The
key di↵erence to our work is that their framework is implemented directly into a solver without a clear
separation between modelling and solving. As this is a common case for previous work, it will be discussed
further as concluding remarks in the end of this section. Furthermore, this thesis generalises to MCOPs.

Similar to [33], Petit and Trapp [34] aim at identifying optimal or near-optimal solution sets to COPs.
They argue that it is hard to capture diversity seen from a human being point of view into a single math-



ematical distance function. This leads them to introduce several distance functions into the model. Their
algorithm is two-phased. In phase one, k diverse solutions is generated per distance function using a greedy
algorithm, and for each solution a score vector is computed representing how well the solution performs
for each distance function (e.g. how diverse it is in that measure). In phase two, a user identifies the most
interesting solutions out of the typically large generated solution set e.g. using data science technologies,
such as Structured Query Language (SQL). The work relates to us because their algorithm natively sup-
ports several separate distance measures, as our framework also does. This is to the best of our knowledge
the only other work with this feature. Furthermore, their algorithm is similar to our post-hoc solving tech-
nique, but where phase two is performed by a human being. However, there is nothing forcing the solutions
in phase one of their algorithm to be diverse in several of the distance measures, which can be achieved in
our framework. Note that a posterior phase using data science techniques could of course be applied on
solutions generated by our framework as well.

Vadlamudi et al [43] introduce cCostdDistantkSet, which is like dDistantkSet with the additional
requirement that each solution has at most a given cost c (assuming cost is to be minimised). They argue a
weakness of the greedy algorithm of [18] is that the first solution is not guaranteed to be part of a diverse k-
set. To overcome this issue, they propose an algorithm that explores combinations of solutions iteratively.
The algorithm maintains the set G of all solutions with cost  c found so far, and iteratively considers
subsets of G until a set of size k with su�ciently diverse solutions is found. They show that their algorithm
outperforms Hebrard’s greedy algorithm for planning problems. Their algorithm cannot be used in our
framework directly, as it (a) does not maximise diversity among the k solutions, and (b) uses domain-
specific heuristics to work e�ciently. However, the identified weakness also holds for the greedy algorithm
used in our framework, namely, the first solution found is not guaranteed to be part of a set of k most diverse
solutions, which can cause sub-optimality or that k solutions cannot be found with the given distance
requirements. In our work, this weakness is overcome to some extent by the post hoc solving method,
which chooses the k solutions from a large set of initial solutions and is thus not limited to one initial
solution.

In population based methods, such as evolutionary algorithms, maintaining diversity in the population
pool is needed to prevent premature convergence to a sub-optimal solution. This is often achieved by so
called niching methods [24], which can also be used for finding several diverse solutions (see e.g. [23]).
Whether ideas from niching methods can be reused in our framework, is an interesting research direction.

Concluding Remarks. To conclude this section, we observe that while the solving methods used in this
thesis are not so di↵erent from what has been used in previous works, what distinguishes us from most
works is clearly separating the modelling and the solving of diversity problems. Separating modelling and
solving has several benefits. First, several solving methods can be tried with the same model. Should new
solving methods arise, or old ones improve, there is no need to update the model. This is precisely in line
with how, when solving traditional CSPs or COPs, several backend solvers can be used for the same model
when using a solver-independent modelling language such asMiniZinc, which is not the case if the problem
is implemented directly in a solver. Second, the notion of diversity is defined by the modeller in the same
way they build the model. This is crucial, since sometimes the model needs to be extended with redundant
variables to be able to measure diversity (see e.g. the rel_pos_rack variables in Example 2). Moreover,
understanding diversity often requires some exploration, which is straightforward in our framework. Thus,
by defining the components of a diversity problem separately from the solving, our framework provides
more than just an implementation, but also a way of thinking about diversity.
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5.2 Multi-objective Optimisation

To the best of our e↵orts, we could not find any previous work combining diversity of solutions with Pareto
optimality. Nevertheless, there are many algorithms in the literature for solving MCOPs, and it is possible
that some of them can be adapted to solve the general diversity problem, or that they could be used to
solve pure MCOPs more e�ciently than is done in this thesis, or both. Many algorithms for solving MCOPs
are however designed for enumerating the complete Pareto frontier, such as the widely studied ✏-constraint
method [49] and a recently proposed decision diagram method [6]. These algorithms might not be suitable
for our aim of finding a diverse subset of the Pareto frontier. More relevant work can instead more likely
be found e.g. in a recent overview of algorithms for finding representative subsets of the Pareto frontier
for continuous optimisation problems [10]. Whether any of these algorithms are useful in our framework
should be investigated in the future. Two relevant studies focusing on discrete problems are [38] and [27].
The former considers the problem of finding a subset R of a given size k of the Pareto frontier, such that a
measure of representativity similar to⌦(R) in Eq. (2.2) is maximised, and prove the decision version of the
problem to be ⌃P

2-complete. The latter finds a representative set by iteratively adding the worst represented
point on PF(P), that is, the point p in Eq. (2.2). Notably, their algorithm is a special case of Algorithm 1.
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6Implementation in MiniZinc

This chapter describes how the MiniZinc modelling language is extended to model the general diversity
problem. We then describe how the various solving methods discussed in Chapter 4 have been imple-
mented.

6.1 Modelling

In this section we extend the MiniZinc modelling language to define the general diversity problem. We do
so by adding annotations to the model in such a way that, if the annotations are ignored by the compiler,
then the model specifies the original COP or MCOP. Listing 2 presents the MiniZinc annotations added to
the MiniZinc annotation library for modelling the general diversity problem of Definition 1.

Listing 2: MiniZinc annotations for diversity.

1 % Define a pairwise distance measure \delta on variable array x
2 annotation diverse_pairwise(array[int] of var $T: x, ann: dist_fun);
3 % Define the combinator function C for distance measures
4 annotation diversity_combinator(ann: combinator_fun);
5 % Define the aggregator function A for combined distance measures
6 annotation diversity_aggregator(ann: agg_fun);
7 % Post the inter diversity constraints q on diversity between solutions
8 annotation inter_diversity_constraint(ann: pred);
9 % Post the intra diversity constraints p on each solution

10 annotation intra_diversity_constraint(ann: pred);

Let us explain how these annotations are used by explaining the process for modellers to transform
a model M of a COP or MCOP into an instance of the general diversity problem. First, the modellers
will use MiniZinc functions [42] to add definitions of the distance measures in M . Then, they will add
to M a diverse_pairwise annotation (Line 2 of Listing 2) for each distance measure, where the sec-
ond argument is the name of the function, and the first argument is the argument to the function (as-
sumed here to be a single array x of variables of the same type T). The modellers will also use MiniZ-
inc functions to add definitions for the combinator and aggregator functions. Then they will add to M
diversity_combinator and diversity_aggregator annotations (Lines 4 and 6) for these functions.
Recall that the combinator function is used to combine several distance measures. Thus, if only one dis-
tance measure is defined (i.e. there is only one diverse_pairwise annotation), then there is no need
to include the diversity_combinator annotation. The modellers can then use MiniZinc predicates to
define the intra- and inter-diversity constraints of the problem (if not, they will be defined as true by
default), and so, add the intra_diversity_constraint and inter_diversity_constraint anno-
tations (Lines 10 and 8) to these functions.

For convenience, some common distance functions are predefined and added to the MiniZinc library of
functions, some of which are listed in Listing 3. Analogous definitions exist for floating point variables for



manhattan_pairwise and euclidian_pairwise. Similarly, the modellers can use built in functions
such as min, max and sum for combinator and aggregator functions.

Listing 3: Predefined distance functions.

1 % Hamming distance
2 function var int: hamming_pairwise(array[int] of var $T: x, array[int] of var $T: y) =
3 sum (i in index_set(x)) (x[i] != y[i]);
4 % Manhattan distance
5 function var int: manhattan_pairwise(array[int] of var int: x, array[int] of var int: y) =
6 sum (i in index_set(x)) (abs(x[i] - y[i]));
7 % Euclidian distance
8 function var int: euclidian_pairwise(array[int] of var int: x, array[int] of var int: y) =
9 sum (i in index_set(x)) (pow(x[i] - y[i], 2));

The following examples show how the annotations can be used.

Example 15. In the Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP), a number of tasks with
fixed durations are to be scheduled so that (a) resource requirements of the tasks do not exceed resource
capacities, and (b) the given precedence constraints are fulfilled. The makespan, i.e. the completion time of
the last task, is to be minimised. Assume we want to find a set of diverse solutions to an RCPSP such that
the objective of each solution is within 3% of the optimal value. As a simple measure of diversity, let us use
the pairwise Hamming distance between the start times of two solutions. Furthermore, assume we want to
maximise the minimum of the pairwise distances

The following shows how to extend a model M of the RCPSP to model for the described diversity,
where we assume s[t] represents the start time of task t, and makespan the objective. We use the pre-
defined distance function hamming_pairwise for the diverse_pairwise annotation and the built in
min function as aggregator function. We do not define a combinator function, as there is only one distance
measure. We define the intra-diversity constraint as a predicate taking the optimal makespan as param-
eter, requiring the makespan to be within three percent of this value, and then use this function in the
intra_diversity_constraint annotation.

predicate within_three_percent(int: optimal_makespan) =
makespan <= 1.03 * optimal_makespan;

:: diverse_pairwise(s, hamming_pairwise)
:: diversity_aggregator(min)
:: intra_diversity_constraint(within_three_percent)

Example 16. In the Photo Alignment Problem a group of people are to be lined up for a photo. Each person
can give preferences of which person to stand next to in the photo. The aim is place the people such that
as many preferences as possible are satisfied. We are interested in finding a set of optimal placements such
that there is a variation in whom is next to whom in the photo. To do so, we define the intra-diversity
constraint is_optimal to constrain the objective variable nr_satisfied to be equal to the optimal value.
We then introduce a redundant array of Boolean variables next_to, acting as an adjacency matrix. We
define the distance measure to be the Hamming distance of the next_to array of two solutions. The set of
names of the people is assumed to be stored in the set Names. The described diversity is modelled by the
following:

predicate is_optimal(int: optimal_value) =
nr_satisfied = optimal_value;
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array[int] of var bool: next_to =
[ (pos[n1]-pos[n2] == 1 \/ pos[n2]-pos[n1] == 1)
| n1, n2 in Names where n1 < n2 ];

:: diverse_pairwise(next_to, hamming_pairwise);
:: diversity_aggregator(min);
:: intra_diversity_constraint(is_optimal);

The right hand side of the assignment of the next_to array is an example of a MiniZinc array compre-
hension. The expression creates an array consisting of one Boolean variable per pair of names, where each
variable indicates whether that pair of people is one position apart or not. Because being one position apart
is a symmetric relation we only consider ordered pairs (controlled by where n1 < n2). Note that \/ is
MiniZinc syntax for logical or.

The following example shows howmulti-objective problems translate into the general diversity problem
in our framework.

Example 17. Recall the radiation scheduling problem from Example 9, whose two objectives are modelled
by:

solve maximize -Beamtime;
solve maximize -K;

In our framework, this is syntactic sugar for:

:: diverse_pairwise([-Beamtime], sub)
:: diverse_pairwise([-K], sub)
:: diversity_aggregator(min)
:: diversity_combinator(max)
function var int: sub(array[int] of var int: x, array[int] of var int: y) =

x[1] - y[1];
solve maximize (-Beamtime) + (-K);

There are two distance measures, one for each objective (see Example 9). In the diverse_pairwise
annotation, the objective variables Beamtime and K are encapsulated into arrays of lengths one, as the
definition of the annotation in Listing 2 takes an array as parameter. Furthermore, distance functions are
assumed to operate on the same type of arrays as the array passed to the diverse_pairwise annotation,
and the defined sub distance function thus operates on arrays of length one. Note that array indexing
starts from one by default in MiniZinc. Furthermore, the inter-diversity constraint from Example 13 can
be modelled by:

:: inter_diversity_constraint(five_minutes_apart)
predicate five_minutes_apart(array[int, int] of var int: dist) =

let {
array[int] of var int: dist_beamtime = dist[1,..];

} in forall (i in index_set(dist_beamtime))
(dist_beamtime[i] >= 300);

Let us clarify a few things about the five_minutes_apart predicate above.

• The argument dist to the predicate is a two-dimensional array. It is assumed that dist[i, j] gives the
value of the distance measure i for solution pair j . The order of the distance measures is given by the
order in which they are introduced in the model. In this model, diversity in beamtime is introduced
before diversity in number of shots.

• The let expression is used to create a local array dist_beamtime that is then used in the forall
statement after the in keyword.
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• The expression dist[1,..] is an example of MiniZinc array slicing, which is used to extract parts
of an array. The two dots (..) means “all columns”. The result of dist[1,..] is thus all columns of
the first row of the dist array, and this is stored in the temporary array dist_beamtime.

Thus, dist_beamtime contains all distance variables related to beamtime of all the solution pairs, and we
constrain all such variables to be of size at least 300.

6.2 Solving

This section describes how the solving methods in Chapter 4 have been implemented using the MiniZinc
system.

6.2.1 Exact Solving Method

All experiments in this thesis that use Ex(k) make use of hand-made models that take k and the objective
value of the COP as parameters. A straightforward way of transforming a MiniZinc model M into a model
M 0 for Ex(k) by hand, is to encapsulate all variables and constraints from M , together with the intra-
diversity constraint, into a MiniZinc function with a let expression. In the let expression, the variables
and constraints are posted, and the function returns only the variables that are to be used for diversity.
This function is then called k times in M 0 , for making k copies of the problem. Then, auxiliary distance
variables are introduced, on which the inter-diversity constraints are posted, and with which the objective
function is created according to the diversity annotations. Finally, the k most diverse solutions are found
by first solving M to optimality (if needed), and then passing k and the optimal value as parameters to M 0 .

While using hand-made models is enough for the purpose of this thesis, implementing this solving
method in the MiniZinc compiler is straightforward.

6.2.2 Greedy Solving Method

This solving method is implemented in Python and heavily relies on the MiniZinc-Python API1, which
works as a Python wrapper around the minizinc executable, and allows the addition of MiniZinc con-
straints and variables to a model via Python strings.

The current implementation supports maximisation problems only; if the problem is a satisfaction prob-
lem, or if any of the objectives is to be minimised, then it first needs be transformed manually into a max-
imisation problem by maximising a constant (e.g. solve maximize 1;), or by maximising the negation
of the objectives, respectively. The implementation parses the diversity annotations and iteratively builds
and solves appropriate MiniZinc models, in line with Algorithm 1. In the first iteration, the COP is solved
as-is (if it is a MCOP, then the sum of the objectives is maximised). For the rest of the iterations, the appro-
priate distance variables are added the model; the inter-diversity constraint p is posted for each previous
solution; the intra-diversity constraint q is posted; and the implementation lexicographically maximises
first the aggregated diversity measure, and then the original objective (or sum of objectives for MCOP).
There are several ways to do lexicographic optimisation, as is discussed shortly.

Compilation and Running Instructions

The implementation requires the following software to be installed:

• MiniZinc, at least version 2.2.3;

1 Available at https://minizinc-python.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
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• Python, at least version 3.3.7, and

• the MiniZinc-Python API

The implemented tool, called diverse.py, is run via the command line and takes a number of argu-
ments, including the name of the MiniZinc model file(s) and input data file(s), and the desired number k
of solutions. An overview of the available options is given below.

For example, assuming the MiniZinc model of Example 15 is in file rcpsp.mzn and the instance data
is in file data.dzn, the following command can be used to generate three diverse solutions using Gecode
as backend solver:

> ./diverse.py -m rcpsp.mzn -d data.dzn -n 3 -s gecode

Here the option -m takes the name of the model file, the option -d is used to pass the name of the data file,
option -n takes the number k of desired solutions and the option -s takes the name of the solver.

Listing 6.1 shows the available command line options for the diverse.py tool. Let us describe some
of the options in more detail:

• Option --lex <method> is used for controlling what method to use for lexicographic optimisation.
Recall that lexicographic optimisation occurs in Line 11 of Algorithm 1, to find the most diverse solu-
tion having (a) the best possible value of the original objective function (for COPs), or (b) to eliminate
dominated solutions (for MCOPs). It can also be used when lex is used as aggregator function. In
general, if the sequence of objectives [L1, . . . ,Ln] are to be lexicographically maximised, then choosing
method:

– seq: optimises the objectives in the given order. First, the model is solved maximising L1, find-
ing its optimal value l1. Then, the model is re-solved with the additional constraint L1 = l1,
maximising L2; then re-solved with constraints L1 = l1 ^ L2 = l2, maximising L3, and so on. This
method can be slow but ensures exact lexicographic optimisation.

– weighted: turns the sequence of objectives [L1, . . . ,Ln] into a single objective by maximising
the weighted sum L1 ·w1 + ...+ Ln ·wn, using some positive weights w1, . . . ,wn. By default, n = 2
(because Line 11 of Algorithm 1 has two objectives: aggregated diversity and (weighted sum
of) original objective(s)) with w1 = 105,w2 = 1 for integer distance measures, and with w1 =
100,w2 = 10�3 for floating point distance measures. Any other desired sequence of weights can
be specified using the option --lex-weights. This method can be faster than seq but may
require some manual tuning or a-priori knowledge of the sizes of the objectives [L1, . . . ,Ln] to
know what weights to use to achieve accurate results.

– none: only maximises the first objective L1 (equivalent to weighted using weights w1 = 1,w2 =
0, . . . ,wn = 0). This can be useful in practice to save solving time. For example, if the underlying
problem is a CSP, or if the intra-diversity constraint q enforces the objective to be equal to the
optimal value, then maximising the other objectives is pointless.

• Option --lex-float-relax <r> is useful for floating point distance measures when --lex seq
option is used. With this option, a (typically) small given number r relaxes the constraints Li = li into
Li � li � r. This can be useful, because loss in numerical precision for floating point values may cause
infeasibility when enforcing the constraint Li = li .
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6.2.3 Hybrid Diversity Solving

The implementation of Hy(l, k) consists of the following steps:

1. Solve Ex(l) as described in Section 6.2.1 and output the solutions to a json-file.

2. Use the greedy solving tool diverse.pywith the option --start-sols to use the starting solutions
generated in step 1.

6.2.4 Post hoc Diversity Solving

The implementation of Ph(U,K,k) depends on which solving methods U and K are used for generating
(phase 1) and selecting (phase 2) solutions, respectively. In this thesis, the following methods have been
implemented. Auxiliary Python scripts are used for parsing the solutions found in phase 1 and formatting
them appropriately for phase 2.

Phase 1: Generating Solutions. The following two methods can be used to generate u solutions:

• Gr: generate solutions greedily by using the tool diverse.py described in Section 6.2.2.

• Rd: generate solutions randomly. The particular way in which random search is performed de-
pends on the backend solver. In the experiments of this thesis, random solutions are generated in
Gurobi [16] by passing a random seed to the solver in each invocation.

Phase 2: Selecting Solutions. The following two methods can be used to select the k solutions from the
u candidates generated in phase 1.

• Ex: select the most diverse solutions. The implementation uses a set selection model (for the purpose
of this thesis, hand-made specific for the problem being solved), where u candidate solutions and the
number k are given as parameters. The model precomputes the pairwise distances of the candidate
solutions, and has an array of Boolean decision variables of length u representing whether a candidate
is chosen as part of the diverse set or not. Constraints are posted such that the chosen set of solutions
satisfies the inter-diversity constraint, and the objective function is to maximise the diversity measure
for the chosen solutions.

• Gr: select the solutions greedily. This is implemented in Python by (1) computing the pairwise dis-
tances of the u solutions, (2) choosing a random initial solution, and (3) until k solutions are found,
iteratively add the most distant solution relative to the solutions found so far.
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usage: diverse.py [-h] -m MODELS [MODELS ...]
[-d [DATA_FILES [DATA_FILES ...]]] [-n NSOLS] -i SOLVE_ITEM
[-s SOLVER] [--timeout TIMEOUT] [--verbose]
[--processes PROCESSES] [--use-best-found]
[--lex {seq,weighted,none}]
[--lex-weights [LEX_WEIGHTS [LEX_WEIGHTS ...]]]
[--lex-float-relax LEX_FLOAT_RELAX]
[--start-sols START_SOLS] [--report-diversity]
[--max-diversity MAX_DIVERSITY] [--randomise-weights]
[--auto-scaling]
[--fixed-scaling [FIXED_SCALING [FIXED_SCALING ...]]]
[--dist-add-to-output] [--float]

Generate diverse solutions to MiniZinc models.

optional arguments:
-h, --help show this help message and exit
-m MODELS [MODELS ...], --models MODELS [MODELS ...]

One or several MiniZinc model files
-d [DATA_FILES [DATA_FILES ...]], --data-files [DATA_FILES [DATA_FILES ...]]

One or several MiniZinc data files (dzn or json).
-n NSOLS, --nsols NSOLS

Number of solutions or 0 for all
-i SOLVE_ITEM, --solve-item SOLVE_ITEM

File containing solve statement (and nothing else)
-s SOLVER, --solver SOLVER

Name of solver to use (default: gecode)
--timeout TIMEOUT, -t TIMEOUT

timeout in seconds
--verbose, -v Enable more verbose logging. Supply several times for

even more verbosity
--processes PROCESSES, -p PROCESSES

Number of threads used for solving
--use-best-found, -b Use the best found solution (if any) after timeout. If

not supplied, program aborts after timeout.
--lex {seq,weighted,none}, -l {seq,weighted,none}

Method to use for lexicographic optimisation:
sequentially optimise objectives (seq), multiply
objectives (weighted) with constants, or don't use
lexicographic optimisation (none) (default: seq)

--lex-weights [LEX_WEIGHTS [LEX_WEIGHTS ...]], -lw [LEX_WEIGHTS [LEX_WEIGHTS ...]]
Weights for --lex weighted

--lex-float-relax LEX_FLOAT_RELAX
Relaxation to use for floating point diversity when
using --lex seq (default: 0.1)

--start-sols START_SOLS
Use set of solutions in this json file as start
solutions for the algorithm

--report-diversity Report the value of the diversity measure after
solving

--max-diversity MAX_DIVERSITY
Maximum value of diversity (default: 1000000)

--randomise-weights Randomise weights on objectives multi-objective
optimisation

--auto-scaling Use auto-scaling in combinator function
--fixed-scaling [FIXED_SCALING [FIXED_SCALING ...]]

Define scaling factors for combinator function
manually

--float, -f Set this flag if diversity measures are floating point
numbers

Figure 6.1: Available command line options for diverse.py35





7Experimental Evaluation

This chapter presents an experimental evaluation of the implementation described in Chapter 6 of our
diversity framework. Section 7.1 compares di↵erent solving methods and shows their relative strengths
and weaknesses, Section 7.2 shows the impact of using auto-scaling, and Section 7.3 is a case study of a
large industrial process plan layout optimisation problem.

7.1 Comparing Solving Methods

In this section we compare solving techniques used for finding diverse solutions to three problems.

7.1.1 Melbourne Water Problem

Consider the Melbourne Water Problem [47], which models water reservoirs and bulk transfers over a
certain time horizon of multiple years, and is a deployed application used by water planners in Melbourne.
Part of the problem is deciding how much water is stored in each reservoir r on each month m. This value
is modelled by the two dimensional array of decision variables volume_stored. While the total volume
stored in all of the reservoirs is close to constant at any given point in time, the stored volume for a given
reservoir might vary over time. To model for diversity in volume di↵erence, we introduce an array of
auxiliary decision variables:

array[RESERVOIRS] of var 0.0..max_volume: volume_diff =
[ max(volume_stored[r,..]) - min(volume_stored[r,..])
| r in RESERVOIRS ];

Here we assume max_volume stores the maximum possible water volume that can be stored at any given
point in time for any given reservoirs and that RESERVOIRS is the set of reservoirs in the model. The result
of the expression above, is that volume_diff[r] models the di↵erence of the maximum and minimum
amount of water stored over all months, for a given reservoir r. We use the following diversity annotations:

:: diverse_pairwise(volume_diff, manhattan_pairwise);
:: diversity_aggregator(min);
:: intra_diversity_constraint(gap);
predicate gap(float: optimal_value) = Obj <= optimal_value + 0.1;

where manhattan_pairwise is a distance function for the Manhattan distance of two arrays of variables,
as per Listing 3, and gap constrains the objective Obj to be equal to the optimal value, using a floating
point precision of 0.1.

We run experiments with four instances of the Melbourne Water Problem problem, having a time hori-
zon of one or five year, during a wet period or during a dry period. All instances originate from real world
scenarios, but the dimensions of the water volumes have been reduced by a factor of 100, to mitigate a
numerical instability that was observed with the original instances.

Table 7.1 shows runtime and minimum distance between any two solutions for the four instances, using
five di↵erent solving approaches: greedy; exact; hybrid Hy(2, k); and two post hoc approaches. Post hoc



approach Ph(Gr,Ex, k) (column 4) spends 29minutes generating a pool Sgreedy of solutions using the greedy
approach, and then selects the k most diverse solutions out of Sgreedy. The post hoc approach Ph(Rd,Gr, k)
(column 5) spends 29 minutes generating a set Srandom of random solutions to the problem, and then uses
the greedy approach to select k solutions from Srandom. We tried using the exact approach in the selection
phase also for this method, but it ran out of memory because of the large size of Srandom. As the results
for the greedy and post hoc approaches depend on the first solution, the table shows median results and
standard deviation of diversity over 10 runs using di↵erent random start solutions (produced by passing
a di↵erent random seed in each invocation of the solver) for these approaches. Table 7.1d does not show
results for the hybrid method because Ex(2) times out for this instance, giving Hy(2, k) no time left to find
the rest of the solutions.

The Melbourne Water Problem is linear and is therefore most e�ciently solved by a MIP solver; we
choose Gurobi. However, for the selection phase of Ph(Gr,Ex, k) we use a CP solver (Gecode [12]), as the
selection problem does not linearise well.

All four instances seem to behave similarly in respect to how the solving approaches perform and will
thus be discussed simultaneously. As expected, the fastest approach is the greedy one. This is seen almost
throughout all the instances and all values of k. There are a few exceptions where the hybrid approach is
slightly faster. The exact approach struggles to prove optimality within the given timeout. For three of the
instances, it proves optimality for k = 2 only, for the last one it times out on all values of k. It does however
find the highest solution diversity for the smaller values of k, for two instances for k  9, for the two others
for k  3 and k  4. Hy(2, k) and Ph(Gr,Ex, k) sometimes find solutions of higher diversity than the greedy
approach, but have worse runtime in general. The diversity found by Ph(Rd,Gr, k) is usually around half
the diversity of the other approaches.
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Table 7.1: Runtime in seconds (lower is better) and solution diversity (higher is better) for four instances of the Mel-
bourne Water Problem using five solving approaches for finding k diverse solutions. Symbol — in ’time’ column
indicates the timeout (30 minutes) is reached, and in the ’div’ column either the best found diversity before timing out
is reported, or — indicates no solution was found before timing out.

(a) One year time horizon, dry conditions.

Gr(k) Ex(k) Hy(2, k) Ph(Gr,Ex, k) Ph(Rd,Gr, k)
k time div time div time div time div time div

2 4.8 2366±57 15.6 2929 15.8 2929 1740.7 2580±84 1740.0 665±30
3 7.5 1697±49 — 2107 25.4 1627 1740.8 1784±44 1740.0 451±23
4 11.3 1433±20 — 1841 28.1 1541 1740.8 1490±54 1740.0 400±37
5 14.8 1364±26 — 1569 31.7 1529 1740.8 1364±26 1740.0 331±24
6 18.4 1320±31 — 1482 34.4 1320 1740.9 1321±31 1740.0 249±24
7 25.8 1212±51 — 1322 38.9 1178 1740.8 1212±51 1740.0 235±23
8 32.2 1148±39 — 1214 43.4 1126 1740.9 1148±39 1740.0 210±6
9 38.7 1091±33 — 1145 55.9 1032 1740.9 1092±33 1740.0 204±14

10 45.6 1064±28 — 989 73.2 1010 1740.9 1064±28 1740.0 192±12
11 57.3 1015±24 — 992 81.6 969 1740.9 1016±24 1740.0 177±5
12 65.1 978±33 — 926 100.3 937 1740.9 978±33 1740.0 167±6
13 81.3 942±14 — 782 113.4 928 1740.9 943±14 1740.1 147±8
14 98.4 925±9 — 865 136.4 918 1741.0 925±9 1740.1 144±4
15 121.2 908±12 — 703 174.8 895 1741.0 909±12 1740.1 139±5

(b) Five year time horizon, dry conditions.

Gr(k) Ex(k) Hy(2, k) Ph(Gr,Ex, k) Ph(Rd,Gr, k)
k time div time div time div time div time div

2 14.9 4239±311 91.9 4907 91.6 4907 1740.4 4355±198 1740.0 2830±208
3 28.5 2836±142 — 3393 102.9 2637 1740.4 2974±115 1740.0 2006±105
4 48.7 2563±68 — 3176 143.4 2456 1740.6 2621±82 1740.0 1734±29
5 73.2 2440±103 — 2713 159.6 2454 1740.4 2448±103 1740.0 1553±125
6 97.7 2317±58 — 2419 169.4 2454 1740.5 2317±58 1740.0 1412±78
7 122.4 2203±85 — 2204 183.3 2283 1740.5 2204±85 1740.0 1352±71
8 155.1 2122±82 — 1693 195.8 2147 1740.4 2122±82 1740.0 1271±58
9 184.4 1988±42 — 1709 216.6 1877 1740.4 1989±42 1740.0 1225±53

10 221.2 1834±55 — 1557 236.6 1870 1740.4 1834±55 1740.0 1136±53
11 260.4 1760±62 — 1127 260.2 1803 1740.5 1760±62 1740.0 1094±52
12 293.0 1714±46 — — 309.8 1694 1740.5 1714±45 1740.0 1051±53
13 335.9 1677±31 — — 342.9 1649 1740.5 1677±31 1740.0 1010±50
14 379.3 1649±36 — — 377.3 1646 1740.4 1650±36 1740.0 983±36
15 429.8 1614±29 — — 730.5 1644 1740.5 1614±29 1740.0 935±28
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(c) One year time horizon, wet conditions.

Gr(k) Ex(k) Hy(2, k) Ph(Gr,Ex, k) Ph(Rd,Gr, k)
k time div time div time div time div time div

2 3.0 2639±259 9.9 3209 9.9 3209 1740.8 2938±118 1740.0 1552±280
3 5.1 1876±138 — 2374 15.7 1859 1740.8 2113±54 1740.0 998±131
4 8.2 1708±94 — 2077 17.2 1771 1740.8 1806±46 1740.0 853±70
5 12.3 1612±45 — 1873 20.5 1736 1740.8 1645±57 1740.0 744±80
6 17.1 1547±50 — 1719 25.2 1605 1740.9 1547±50 1740.0 652±36
7 22.3 1463±39 — 1540 28.6 1520 1740.9 1474±35 1740.1 570±36
8 27.4 1396±43 — 1415 32.6 1411 1741.0 1396±43 1740.1 537±15
9 35.4 1328±39 — 1404 35.7 1342 1741.0 1329±39 1740.1 482±9

10 42.0 1254±31 — 1187 62.6 1242 1741.1 1254±31 1740.1 479±12
11 51.3 1225±34 — 1126 48.0 1227 1741.1 1226±34 1740.1 448±11
12 59.2 1194±30 — 1063 54.3 1197 1741.1 1195±30 1740.1 425±12
13 67.4 1162±25 — 960 65.9 1178 1741.1 1163±25 1740.2 419±10
14 84.0 1128±16 — 859 86.4 1164 1741.1 1129±16 1740.2 392±12
15 98.4 1117±16 — 917 95.3 1140 1741.1 1117±16 1740.2 389±20

(d) Five year time horizon, wet conditions.

Gr(k) Ex(k) Ph(Gr,Ex, k) Ph(Rd,Gr, k)
k time div time div time div time div

2 35.1 4557±423 — 5007 1740.3 4558±130 1740.0 2369±264
3 91.7 2719±112 — 3360 1740.6 2804±134 1740.0 1586±115
4 185.4 2503±97 — 2973 1740.3 2540±72 1740.0 1460±69
5 226.9 2364±81 — 2323 1740.3 2364±81 1740.0 1313±70
6 376.2 2310±77 — 2063 1740.3 2311±77 1740.0 1226±71
7 464.8 2037±81 — — 1740.3 2038±81 1740.0 1059±57
8 552.4 1873±60 — — 1740.3 1872±63 1740.0 1063±44
9 644.2 1783±75 — — 1740.3 1758±80 1740.0 954±47

10 743.3 1667±95 — — 1740.5 1648±52 1740.0 879±35
11 765.1 1612±67 — — 1740.4 1604±25 1740.0 818±50
12 891.9 1601±77 — — 1740.3 1585±34 1740.0 773±46
13 969.9 1550±91 — — 1740.3 1536±26 1740.0 758±38
14 1275.1 1480±122 — — 1740.8 1452±43 1740.1 709±27
15 1397.6 1441±133 — — 1740.7 1428±43 1740.1 688±21
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7.1.2 Photo Alignment Problem

Recall the Photo Alignment Problem from Example 16. We conduct experiments with this problem using
the MiniZinc diversity annotations described in the example. We generate instances randomly as follows:
each person in the photo gives one preference of whom to stand next to, chosen uniformly at random among
the other people in the photo. With a 50% probability for each person, one additional preference is added,
so that some people have two preferences. See Listings 4 and 5 in Appendix A.2 for the MiniZinc models
used in the experiments.

Table 7.2 shows the results for three instances: sizes 12 (Table 7.2a); 15 (Table 7.2b); and 18 (Table 7.2c);
each using six solving methods: the greedy, exact and hybrid approaches; and three post hoc approaches.
The post hoc approaches are: generate a pool of random solutions in phase one, then select the final k so-
lutions either using the greedy or the exact approach (Ph(Rd,Gr, k) and Ph(Rd,Ex, k), respectively); as well
as Ph(Gr,Ex, k), which generates a solution pool using the greedy approach in phase one and selects k solu-
tions using the exact approach in phase two. The used backend solver (Chu↵ed) does not support a search
strategy using randomisation, so the “random” search in the post hoc approaches is done by systematically
searching for all optimal solutions (recall that the intra-diversity constraint used requires optimality). The
timeout is 30 minutes. Phase one of the post hoc approaches is run for at most 29 minutes (= 1740 seconds),
leaving at least one minute for phase two until the timeout is reached. The tables shows the time t1 spent
in phase one and the time t2 spent in phase two as t1 + t2. As can be seen in the tables, the two post hoc
approaches that use random search are able to find all the optimal solutions in much less time than 29
minutes, while Ph(Gr,Ex, k) uses all the 29 minutes for phase one.

We see that Ph(Rd,Gr, k) is overall the winning approach in these experiments: it generally finds better
solutions in less time than the other approaches. This is explained by the peculiarity of this problem that
all optimal solutions can be found very quickly, which is not generally the case.
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Table 7.2: Runtime (lower is better) in seconds and solution diversity (higher is better) for the Photo Alignment Prob-
lem for three instances of sizes 12, 15, and 18 people respectively, using six solving approaches for finding k diverse
solutions. Symbol — in ’time’ column indicates the timeout (30 minutes) is reached, and in the ’div’ column either the
best found diversity before timing out is reported, or — indicates no solution was found before timing out. For the post
hoc approaches, the time t1 spent in phase one and the time t2 spent in phase two are shown as ’t1 + t2’.

(a) Instance with 12 people in the photo.

Gr(k) Ex(k) Hy(2, k) Ph(Rd,Gr, k) Ph(Rd,Ex, k) Ph(Gr,Ex, k)
k time div time div time div time div time div time div

2 7.7 10 15.3 10 15.2 10 19.0 + 0.0 10 19.0 + 0.2 10 1740.0 + 0.2 10
3 11.7 8 — — 45.0 8 19.0 + 0.0 6 19.0 + 0.1 8 1740.0 + 0.3 8
4 15.9 6 — — 36.9 6 19.0 + 0.0 6 19.0 + 0.1 8 1740.0 + 0.3 8
5 19.9 6 100.7 6 29.8 6 19.0 + 0.0 6 19.0 + 0.6 6 1740.0 + 0.3 6
6 23.8 6 — — 33.7 6 19.0 + 0.0 6 19.0 + 0.2 6 1740.0 + 0.9 6
7 28.8 6 — — 37.9 4 19.0 + 0.0 6 19.0 + 0.2 6 1740.0 + 0.3 6
8 32.5 4 — — 42.2 4 19.0 + 0.0 4 19.0 + 0.2 6 1740.0 + 0.5 6
9 37.1 4 — — 49.0 4 19.0 + 0.0 4 19.0 + 0.2 4 1740.0 + 0.2 4

10 65.7 4 — — 76.8 4 19.0 + 0.0 4 19.0 + 0.2 4 1740.0 + 0.5 4
11 56.5 4 — — 59.8 4 19.0 + 0.0 4 19.0 + 0.0 4 1740.0 + 0.5 4
12 49.8 4 — — 78.8 4 19.0 + 0.0 4 19.0 + 0.8 4 1740.0 + 0.1 4
13 54.8 4 — — 70.3 4 19.0 + 0.0 4 19.0 + 0.9 4 1740.0 + 0.0 4
14 56.4 4 — — 75.1 4 19.0 + 0.0 4 19.0 + 0.2 4 1740.0 + 0.2 4
15 61.2 4 — — 96.8 4 19.0 + 0.0 2 19.0 + 0.8 4 1740.0 + 0.2 4

(b) Instance with 15 people in the photo.

Gr(k) Ex(k) Hy(2, k) Ph(Rd,Gr, k) Ph(Rd,Ex, k) Ph(Gr,Ex, k)
k time div time div time div time div time div time div

2 54.7 10 167.8 12 165.2 12 61.4 + 0.0 12 61.4 + 0.4 12 1740.0 + 0.5 12
3 61.8 8 — — 194.1 8 61.4 + 0.0 8 61.4 + 0.1 8 1740.0 + 0.9 8
4 96.5 8 — — 231.1 6 61.4 + 0.0 8 61.4 + 0.1 8 1740.0 + 0.8 8
5 97.4 6 — — 251.5 6 61.4 + 0.0 6 — 6 1740.0 + 0.4 6
6 116.5 6 — — 235.5 6 61.4 + 0.0 6 — 6 1740.0 + 0.9 6
7 133.6 6 — — 262.7 6 61.4 + 0.0 6 — 6 1740.0 + 0.9 6
8 152.1 4 — — 276.9 6 61.4 + 0.0 4 — 6 1740.0 + 0.4 6
9 174.1 4 — — 277.9 4 61.4 + 0.0 4 — 6 1740.0 + 0.8 6

10 206.7 4 — — 324.8 4 61.4 + 0.0 4 — 4 — 4
11 259.1 4 — — 324.7 4 61.4 + 0.0 4 — 4 — 4
12 226.6 4 — — 350.2 4 61.4 + 0.0 4 — 4 — 4
13 267.4 4 — — 362.3 4 61.4 + 0.0 4 — 4 — 4
14 277.6 4 — — 368.0 4 61.4 + 0.0 4 — 4 — 4
15 280.1 4 — — 375.9 4 61.4 + 0.0 4 — 4 — 4
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(c) Instance with 18 people in the photo.

Gr(k) Ex(k) Hy(2, k) Ph(Rd,Gr, k) Ph(Rd,Ex, k) Ph(Gr,Ex, k)
k time div time div time div time div time div time div

2 107.6 16 — 16 — 16 380.2 + 0.0 14 — — 1740.0 + 0.0 16
3 127.5 12 — — 1843.4 12 380.2 + 0.1 12 — — 1740.0 + 0.0 12
4 509.8 12 — — 1937.8 12 380.2 + 0.1 12 — — 1740.0 + 0.0 12
5 965.0 12 — — 1984.6 12 380.2 + 0.2 10 — — 1740.0 + 0.0 12
6 972.9 10 — — 2075.1 10 380.2 + 0.2 10 — — 1740.0 + 0.0 10
7 986.1 10 — — 2120.5 10 380.2 + 0.2 10 — — 1740.0 + 0.0 10
8 1016.2 10 — — 3613.6 — 380.2 + 0.3 10 — — 1740.0 + 0.0 10
9 1127.3 10 — — 2133.1 10 380.2 + 0.3 10 — — 1740.0 + 0.0 10

10 1205.1 10 — — 2313.4 10 380.2 + 0.4 8 — — 1740.0 + 0.0 10
11 1228.3 8 — — 2436.0 8 380.2 + 0.4 8 — — 1740.0 + 0.0 8
12 1238.1 8 — — 2458.0 8 380.2 + 0.5 8 — — 1740.0 + 0.0 8
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Table 7.3: Runtime in seconds and hypervolume for the RCPSP/WET problem using four solving approaches for
finding k diverse solutions. Symbol — indicates the timeout (30 minutes) is reached and the best found hypervolume
before timing out is reported.

Gr(k) Ph(Gr,Ex, k) Ph(Rd,Ex, k) Max HV
k time HV time HV time HV time HV

3 10.6 13.69K 1740.9 13.90K 1740.3 13.90K 273.4 13.94K
4 16.9 17.23K 1741.1 17.39K 1740.3 17.40K — 17.33K
5 20.5 18.78K 1741.1 19.02K 1740.4 19.14K — 18.61K
6 32.2 19.77K 1741.1 19.98K 1740.4 19.81K — 16.61K
7 37.2 20.56K 1741.2 20.59K 1740.4 20.58K — 13.83K
8 41.6 20.96K 1741.3 21.00K 1740.4 21.08K — 16.17K
9 52.2 21.26K 1741.6 21.29K 1740.4 21.22K — 9.15K
10 65.9 21.49K 1741.5 21.61K 1740.4 21.71K — 0.83K

7.1.3 Bi-objective Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem

Consider the Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem with Weighted Earliness/Tardiness objective

(RCPSP/WET) [44] as a MCOP problem, where the two objectives are minimizing the earliness and the
tardiness of the tasks. The diversity measure is automatically derived (see Example 9) from the two objec-
tives:

solve maximize -earliness;
solve maximize -tardiness;

Furthermore, the combinator C is min and aggregator A is max (automatically derived).

Table 7.3 shows runtime and hypervolume for the RCPSP/WET problem using three solving approaches
for the general diversity problem: the greedy approach and two post hoc approaches. The post hoc ap-
proaches use all Pareto optimal solutions S found within 29 minutes by (a) the greedy approach, and
(b) random search, and then selects the k most diverse solutions from S . The “random” search is done by
repeatedly minimizing the weighted sum of the objectives using random positive weights. See Listing 6 in
Appendix A.2 for the MiniZinc model used.

Note that while the greedy approach guarantees all solutions found so far are Pareto optimal [27], the
same does not hold for the exact solving approach Ex(k). The inter-diversity constraint q would need
to be “the solution is Pareto optimal”, which is not possible to express in a constraint. Therefore, we
compare with a direct approach, that finds k solutions such that the hypervolume measure is maximised.
It is not part of our framework, because the objective cannot be expressed using pairwise distances. By
construction, an optimal solution of the direct approach is guaranteed to consist of a set of Pareto optimal
solutions. See Listing 7 in Appendix A.2 for the full model. All approaches are given the two extreme
points as start solutions. We use Chu↵ed [] as backend solver. All models used for this experiments are
found in Appendix A.2.

Clearly the greedy approach can e↵ectively find good representatives of the Pareto frontier quickly. The
post hoc approaches find in general somewhat better solutions, using more time. The direct approach is
competitive with the other approaches in terms of hypervolume for k  5, but does not scale to higher
values of k.
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Table 7.4: Normalised hypervolume for finding k diverse Pareto optimal solutions to the three objective knapsack
problem using no, auto-, and omniscient scaling.

No scaling Auto-scaling Omniscient scaling
(1, 1, 1) (scale1, scale2, scale3) (1105, 91689, 10550281)

k HV HV scale1 scale2 scale3 HV

2 0.7398±0.03 0.7398±0.03 1 1 1 0.7661±0.02
3 0.7804±0.03 0.7969±0.03 425 40765 1838586 0.8013±0.03
4 0.7851±0.03 0.8419±0.03 484 45546 2191545 0.8218±0.04
5 0.7936±0.03 0.8600±0.02 494 53578 2568653 0.8384±0.04
6 0.7980±0.03 0.8811±0.02 515 53578 2642553 0.8638±0.03
7 0.8002±0.03 0.8924±0.02 541 54892 2889430 0.8829±0.03
8 0.8028±0.03 0.8954±0.02 554 54892 3086709 0.8857±0.03
9 0.8053±0.03 0.8973±0.02 554 54892 3086709 0.8981±0.02

10 0.8080±0.03 0.9084±0.02 554 54892 3086709 0.9092±0.01
11 0.8105±0.03 0.9161±0.01 575 55253 3234508 0.9116±0.01
12 0.8118±0.03 0.9172±0.01 587 55253 3308408 0.9138±0.01
13 0.8132±0.03 0.9183±0.01 587 55253 3308408 0.9156±0.01
14 0.8145±0.03 0.9199±0.01 587 55253 3308408 0.9165±0.01
15 0.8158±0.03 0.9210±0.01 587 55253 3308408 0.9176±0.01

7.2 Auto-scaling

To show the impact of the auto-scaling combinator CAS, we conduct experiments on a problem with large
di↵erence on the sizes of the distance measures, and compare the use of no scaling, auto-scaling, and fixed
scaling assuming the size of the respective distance measures is known (omniscient scaling). The problem
we use is the multi-objective, multi-dimensional knapsack problem [25] for three objectives, where the
objective coe�cients are randomly generated integers in the ranges [0,102], [102,104] and [104,106], for
the first, second and third objective, respectively. Table 7.4 compares the results for finding k diverse
Pareto optimal solutions to an instance of 50 items and 5 dimensions, using the greedy approach with
and without auto-scaling, as well as for omniscient scaling. The scales used for omniscient scaling are
the maximum values Mi, i 2 {1,2,3} the objectives can take, found by maximising each objective at a time.
The table shows the scales used for each method/iteration. We evaluate the results using a normalised
hypervolume computed in the [0,1]3 cube, where each point (p1,p2,p3) found on the Pareto optimal frontier
is mapped to ( p1

M1
, p2
M2

, p3
M3

) in the cube. The results show the mean hypervolume and standard deviation
over 10 runs, each run using a di↵erent random initial solution. We see that auto-scaling consistently has
a higher normalised hypervolume than no scaling. This is because the auto-scaling achieves diversity not
only in the high-ranging third objective, but also in the first and second objective.

Surprisingly, auto-scaling often outperforms omniscient scaling. We saw this e↵ect on all other versions
of the experiment we conducted. It appears that auto-scaling has the positive e↵ect of looking for very
diverse solutions initially, which overall helps the greedy algorithm.

7.3 Case Study: Process Plant Layout Optimisation

Consider again the plant layout problem introduced in Example 1. We use the state-of-the-art model of the
problem defined in [4, 3]. The model has been developed in a collaboration between researchers at Monash
University and plant engineers at Woodside (a big energy company in Australia), with the aim of replacing
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the previously manual process of designing a plant layout, which is such a complex task that it takes
multiple engineers several years of work to complete a design [46]. We believe that due to the problem’s
nature, it is a very suitable use case for our diversity framework, and the client (that is, Woodside) has
expressed an interest in using the framework as part of their design process.

After consulting with researchers involved in the project, some distance measures that the client might
be interested in have been identified for this problem, listed below.

• Position of pieces of equipment relative to the pipe rack as discussed in Example 8, that is, whether
pieces of equipment move from south to north, or from north to south, of the pipe rack.

• Position of pieces of equipment relative to each other. One could for instance count the number of
pairs of equipment that swap their relative position from left to right, or from left to right, of each
other. This can be limited to a subset of the pieces of equipment, depending on the problem owner’s
interests. For example, it is probably only relevant to consider equipment having the same relative
position to the pipe rack, as two pieces located on di↵erent sides of the pipe rack likely do not interfere
much with each other.

• View the problem as a three-objective (namely footprint cost, pipe cost, and support cost) problem
and explore a diverse subset of the Pareto frontier.

• Currently in the model, the footprint cost depends on the sum of the length and width of the land
area being used in the design. However, the same summight arise frommany di↵erent configurations
of widths and lengths. That is, it is relevant for a fixed footprint cost, to explore solutions having a
diversity in widths and lengths of the design.

• The cost of individual pipes can vary considerately between di↵erent optimal solutions. A
dist_pipecost distance function could be introduced, which counts the number of pipes that have
a di↵erence in cost bigger than some threshold value:

function var PIPES: dist_pipecost(array[int] of int: pc1,
array[int] of int: pc2) =

sum (p in PIPES) (abs(pc1[p] - pc2[p]) > threshold);
:: diversity_pairwise(pipecost, dist_pipecost)

All the above measures can straight forwardly be introduced in our framework. Moreover, there are rele-
vant ways to combine the measures. For example, one could lexicographically maximise first the relative
position of the pipe rack, followed by the relative positions of the equipment being on the same sides of the
pipe rack, if the first measure is more important than the other.

We conduct experiments using the definition of diversity based on the relative positions of the pipe rack
as discussed in Example 8. The diversity annotations are as follows:

:: diverse_pairwise(rel_pos_rack, swaps);
:: diversity_aggregator(min);
:: intra_diversity_constraint(within_five_percent);

where within_five_percent constrains the objective to be within five percent of the optimal value:

predicate within_five_percent(float: optimal_value) =
OBJ <= 1.05 * optimal_value;

We use a real-world backbone instance with 81 pieces of equipment. This instance cannot be solved
to optimality even in two weeks of runtime, so we use the best found solution after three hours as start
solution for the greedy algorithm. We use a time limit of five hours for subsequent solutions, and use the
best found solution after that time in case of timeout. Gurobi is used as backend solver.
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Figure 7.1 shows a top down view of three plant designs, where the large dark grey middle rectangle
stretching over the entire plant in each solution is the pipe rack, and the smaller rectangles are other pieces
of equipment. For these particular solutions, optimality (for diversity) was proven in slightly less than five
hours.

We identify two potential problems with the presented solutions in Figure 7.1. First, comparing solution
one (top picture) and solution two (middle picture), we see that only the smallest pieces of equipment
appear to have swapped their relative position to the pipe rack. Of course, even though this means the
solutions are not that dramatically di↵erent visually, a plant engineer having a deeper knowledge of the
purpose of these pieces of equipment might in fact find these di↵erences highly relevant. Second, it appears
the third solution (lower picture) is close to a horizontal mirroring of the first solution. This solution would
most likely not be relevant for a plant engineer as it is essentially the same solution as the first.

These two identified problems show an important point of modelling diversity: it is likely to be an
iterative process; as is the case for modelling in general. This highlights the importance of a diversity
framework where exploration and re-modelling is easy.

The latter problem can be addressed by adding a so called symmetry-breaking constraint to the model,
to prevent mirrored solutions from being generated. In the plant layout, there is an input nozzle where
chemicals go into the plant. An analysis of the solutions shows that the input nozzle of the first and second
solution is located in the lower left corner of the pipe rack, whereas it is located in the upper left corner in
the third solution. Therefore, a constraint enforcing the y-position of the input nozzle to be in the lower
half of the pipe rack should do the trick of disallowing the non-interesting mirrored solutions.

The first problem, assuming it is really a problem, can be addressed in several ways. If we are interested
in only the biggest pieces of equipment, we could modify the distance measure in such a way that only
pieces of equipment with size bigger than some defined threshold value are considered. Alternatively, we
could add weights to the distance function, the bigger the piece of equipment is, the bigger the impact in
diversity is. Assuming size[e]models the “size” of a piece of equipment e (in reality, one should consider
its width, height, length, and potentially, its rotation) a weighted version of the swaps distance function
from Example 8 is the following:

function var int: swaps_weighted(array[int] of var POS: rpr1, array[int] of var POS: rpr2) =
sum (e in EQUIPMENT where e != rack_idx)

(size[e] * (rpr1[e]!=OVERLAP /\ rpr2[e]!=OVERLAP /\ rpr1[e]!=rpr2[e]));

Applying these modifications did not, however, fix the problems in a satisfying way. Upon adding the
symmetry-breaking constraint, the first and second solution are close to identical as before (as expected),
while the solver does not find a solution with diversity higher than zero within the five hour timeout for
the third solution. Neither did the use of the swaps_weighted distance function give rise to bigger pieces
of equipment swapping their relative position of the pipe rack. We also tried increasing the optimality gap
from 5% to 10% and 15% without any change in what pieces of equipment get swapped. Thus, it seems
that for this particular instance, there is not much apparent diversity in the relative position of the pipe
rack. As a way of continuation, other distance measures or instances, or both, should be considered.
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Figure 7.1: Three solutions to an instance of the process plant layout problem using a diversity measure based on
relative position of the pipe rack.
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8Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis proposes a modelling framework for solving diversity problems and a number of solving meth-
ods to tackle these problems. This allows a modeller to addmeasures of diversity to their model in the same
way they build a model for a CSP, COP, or MCOP, and to collect a diverse set of solutions. Experiments
show the approach is applicable to large real world problems.

Future work includes further automating the translation from a MiniZinc specification of the diversity
problem to how it is solved, which has not been done for all solving methods considered in this thesis. It is
also desirable that the implementation reach a level of reliability and is documented and tested well enough
to be integrated as part of the MiniZinc distribution. Furthermore, more diversity solving methods could
be considered, such as theMDDmethod by [17], or other solvingmethods for MCOPs, and the existing ones
could be optimised to decrease runtime. Specifically, the greedy method could be improved by reasoning
on lower and upper bounds on the diversity measures, at least in the case when the diversity is known to
decrease in each iteration. Additionally, work could be done with a parallel version of the greedy method
for MCOPs; this was being developed during this project but was abandoned due to time reasons.

Some additional ideas of directions for future research are listed below.

• An interesting application of solution diversity is to combine it with heuristic approaches, such as
Large Neighbourhood Search (LNS), which alternate between an “exploration” and an “exploitation”
phase during search. An idea is to first generate a set of diverse “starting solutions” using our frame-
work, and then run LNS for each one. By using diverse start solutions, the risk of falling into local
optima could potentially be reduced.

• At the time of writing, MiniZinc does not have a solver backend using population based algorithms.
If such a backend were to be developed in the future, then niching methods (see Chapter 5) could be
explored for generating diverse solutions.

• A natural extension for diversity problems is similarity. This could be useful, for example, when
diversity is desired in one aspect of the problem while it is desired that other parts stay as similar as
possible between the solutions. One should therefore explore in the future howmeasures of similarity
can be integrated in our framework.
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AMiniZinc Models

This appendix lists some of the MiniZinc models used in the experiments in Chapter 7.

A.1 Models for the Photo Alignment Problem

See Listing 4 for aMiniZincmodel for the Photo Alignment Problem. Themodel is taken from theMiniZinc
Challenge [41, 40] benchmark repository, with some minor changes, as well as the addition of variables,
constraints and annotations for diversity.

Listing 4: A MiniZinc model for the Photo Alignment problem with diversity annotations.

1 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 % Placing people on a photo
3 %
4 % Guido Tack
5 % 2007-02-22
6 %
7 % Ported from the Gecode example
8 %
9 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

10

11 % A group of people wants to take a group photo. Each person can give
12 % preferences next to whom he or she wants to be placed on the
13 % photo. The problem to be solved is to find a placement that
14 % satisfies as many preferences as possible.
15

16 include "globals.mzn";
17

18 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
19 % Specification
20

21 int: n_names;
22 set of int: Names = 1..n_names;
23

24 int: n_prefs;
25 set of int: Prefs = 1..n_prefs;
26 array[Prefs, 1..2] of int: prefs;
27

28 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
29 % Model



30

31 array[Names] of var Names: pos;
32 var Prefs: nr_satisfied;
33

34 array[Prefs] of var 0..1: ful :: add_to_output;
35

36 constraint
37 forall (i in Prefs) (
38 let {
39 int: pa = prefs[i,1],
40 int: pb = prefs[i,2]
41 } in
42 ful[i] = (pos[pb]-pos[pa] == 1 \/ pos[pa]-pos[pb] == 1)
43 );
44

45 constraint
46 sum (i in Prefs) (ful[i]) = nr_satisfied;
47

48 constraint
49 alldifferent(pos);
50

51 % Break some symmetry
52 constraint
53 pos[1] < pos[2];
54

55 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
56 % Diversity
57

58 % Fix objective value
59 predicate is_optimal(int: optimal_value) =
60 nr_satisfied = optimal_value;
61

62 % Adjacency matrix
63 array[int] of var 0..1: next_to :: add_to_output =
64 [ (pos[n1]-pos[n2] == 1 \/ pos[n2]-pos[n1] == 1)
65 | N1, n2 in Names where n1 < n2];
66

67 :: diverse_pairwise(next_to, hamming_pairwise);
68 :: diversity_aggregator(min);
69 :: intra_diversity_constraint(is_optimal);
70 solve maximize nr_satisfied;

The model in Listing 5 builds upon the model in Listing 4 and is used for the Ex(k) approach in Sec-
tion 7.1.2.
Listing 5: AMiniZinc model that finds nsols solutions to the Photo Alignment problem, maximising diversity among
the solutions. Some lines are omitted, because they are identical to those in Listing 4

1 [...Specification omitted...]
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2 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
3 % Model
4 function array[int] of var int: model(int: instance) =
5 let {
6 int: nr_satisfied = optimal_value;
7

8 array[Prefs] of var 0..1: ful;
9 array[Names] of var Names: pos;

10 constraint
11 forall (i in Prefs) (
12 let {
13 int: pa = prefs[i,1],
14 int: pb = prefs[i,2]
15 } in
16 ful[i] = (pos[pb]-pos[pa] == 1 \/ pos[pa]-pos[pb] == 1)
17 );
18

19 constraint sum (i in Prefs) (ful[i]) = nr_satisfied;
20

21 constraint alldifferent(pos);
22

23 % Break some symmetry
24 constraint pos[1] < pos[2];
25

26 } in pos;
27

28 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
29 % Diversity
30

31 int: optimal_value :: add_to_output;
32 % Number of solutions
33 int: n_sols;
34 set of int: Solutions = 1..n_sols;
35

36 int: n_pairs = (n_names * (n_names - 1)) div 2;
37 array[Names, Solutions] of var int: pos :: add_to_output;
38 constraint forall (s in Solutions) (pos[..,s] = model(s));
39 array[1..n_pairs, Solutions] of var int: next_to :: add_to_output;
40 constraint forall (s in Solutions) (
41 next_to[..,s] =
42 [(pos[n1,s]-pos[n2,s] == 1 \/ pos[n2,s]-pos[n1,s] == 1)
43 | n1, n2 in Names where n1 < n2]);
44

45

46 array[Solutions, Solutions] of var 0..n_pairs: dist;
47 constraint
48 forall (s1, s2 in Solutions where s1 < s2) (
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49 dist[s1, s2] = hamming_pairwise(next_to[..,s1], next_to[..,s2]));
50

51 var int: objective :: add_to_output =
52 min([dist[s1, s2] | s1, s2 in Solutions where s1 < s2]);
53

54 solve maximize objective;

A.2 Models for the RCPSP/WET Problem

See Listing 6 for a MiniZinc model for the RCPSP/WET problem, used for the experiments in Section 7.1.3.
The model is taken from the MiniZinc Challenge [41, 40] benchmark repository, and transformed into a
bi-objective optimisation problem by introducing variables for earliness and tardiness.

Listing 6: A MiniZinc model for the RCPSP/WET problem.

1 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------%
2 % vim: ts=4 sw=4 et wm=0 tw=0
3 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------%
4 % Copyright (C) 2009-2016 The University of Melbourne and NICTA.
5 % See the file COPYING for license information.
6 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------%
7 % Model example for Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problems with
8 % Weighted Earliness/Tardiness objective (RCPSP/WET)
9 %

10 % A RCPSP consists of resources, tasks, and precedences between some tasks
11 % where resources have of a specific capacity and tasks need some capacity of
12 % some resource to be executed.
13 % Here, we consider resources with a constant discrete capacity over time and
14 % tasks with a constant discrete duration and resource requirements.
15 % The objective is to find a optimal schedule so that tasks start as close as
16 % possible to the given start time for each task, penalizing earliness or
17 % tardiness according to the given weight for earliness and tardiness per task
18 %
19 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------%
20

21 include "cumulative.mzn";
22 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------%
23 % Model parameters.
24

25

26 % Resources
27 %
28 int: n_res; % The number of resources
29 set of int: Res = 1..n_res; % The set of all resources
30 array [Res] of int: rc; % The resource capabilities
31

32 % Tasks
33 %
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34 int: n_tasks; % The number of tasks
35 set of int: Tasks = 1..n_tasks; % The set of all tasks
36 array [Tasks] of int : d ; % The task durations
37 array [Res, Tasks] of int : rr ; % The resource requirements
38 array [Tasks] of set of int: suc; % The task successors
39

40 % Deadlines
41 %
42 % deadline[i, 1] is the desired start time for task i,
43 % deadline[i, 2] is the earliness cost per time unit of earliness,
44 % deadline[i, 3] is the tardiness cost per time unit of tardiness.
45 array [Tasks, 1..3] of int: deadline;
46

47 % Planning horizon
48 %
49 % Note that our RCPSP/WET instance generator requires a solution to the
50 % equivalent RCPSP problem in order to generate the instances, so it gives
51 % us a planning horizon = the makespan of the RCPSP problem, plus 20% slop
52 int: t_max; %= sum(i in Tasks)(d[i]); % End time of the planning horizon
53 set of int: Times = 0..(t_max - 1); % Possible start times
54

55 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------%
56 % Constraints and Model variables.
57

58 % The start times
59 %
60 array [Tasks] of var Times: s;
61

62 % Weighted Earliness/Tardiness objective
63 %
64 var int: earliness :: add_to_output =
65 sum (i in Tasks) (deadline[i, 2] * max(0, deadline[i, 1] - s[i]));
66 var int: tardiness :: add_to_output =
67 sum (i in Tasks) (deadline[i, 3] * max(0, s[i] - deadline[i, 1]));
68

69 % Precedence constraints
70 %
71 constraint
72 forall ( i in Tasks, j in suc[i] )
73 (
74 s[i] + d[i] <= s[j]
75 );
76

77 % Redundant non-overlapping constraints
78 %
79 constraint
80 redundant_constraint(
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81 forall ( i, j in Tasks where i < j )
82 (
83 if exists(r in Res)(rr[r, i] + rr[r, j] > rc[r]) then
84 s[i] + d[i] <= s[j] \/ s[j] + d[j] <= s[i]
85 else
86 true
87 endif
88 )
89 );
90

91 % Cumulative resource constraints
92 %
93 constraint
94 forall ( r in Res )
95 (
96 let {
97 set of int: RTasks =
98 { i | i in Tasks
99 where rr[r, i] > 0 /\ d[i] > 0 },

100 int: sum_rr = sum(i in RTasks)(rr[r, i])
101 } in (
102 if RTasks != {} /\ sum_rr > rc[r] then
103 cumulative(
104 [ s[i] | i in RTasks ],
105 [ d[i] | i in RTasks ],
106 [ rr[r, i] | i in RTasks ],
107 rc[r]
108 )
109 else
110 true
111 endif
112 )
113 );
114

115 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------%
116 % Objectives.
117

118 solve minimize earliness;
119 solve minimize tardiness;

Listing 7 gives the MiniZinc model used for the “Max HV” column in Table 7.3 in Section 7.1.3.
Listing 7: A MiniZinc model that finds nsols Pareto optimal solutions to the RCPSP/WET problem maximising the
hypervolume. Some parameters, constraints and model variables are omitted, because they are identical to those in
Listing 7.

1 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------%
2 % Model parameters.
3 [...Parameters omitted...]
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4

5 % Model for the RCPSP/WET as a function returning only the objectives
6 function array[int] of var int: model(int: instance) =
7 let {
8 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------%
9 % Constraints and Model variables.

10 [...Constraints and model variables omitted...]
11 } in [earliness, tardiness];
12

13 %-----------------------------------------------------------------------------%
14 % Diversity.
15

16 % Number of solutions
17 int: nsols;
18 set of int: Solutions = 1..nsols;
19

20 % Two extreme points are input
21 int: xmin;
22 int: xmax;
23 int: ymin;
24 int: ymax;
25

26 % Objectives of the solutions
27 array[1..2, Solutions] of var int: objectives :: add_to_output;
28 constraint forall (s in Solutions) (objectives[..,s] = model(s));
29

30 % Fix extreme points
31 constraint objectives[1,1] = xmin;
32 constraint objectives[2,1] = ymax;
33 constraint objectives[1,2] = xmax;
34 constraint objectives[2,2] = ymin;
35

36 % Solutions must be non-dominated
37 constraint forall (s1, s2 in Solutions where s1 != s2)
38 ((objectives[1,s1] < objectives[1,s2]) \/ (objectives[2,s1] <

objectives[2,s2]));,!

39

40 % dominated[x,y] = true iff the point (x,y) is dominated by a solution
41 array[xmin..xmax, ymin..ymax] of var bool: dominated;
42

43 predicate is_dominated(int: x, int: y, int: sol) =
44 (objectives[1,sol] <= x) /\ (objectives[2,sol] <= y);
45

46 % Which points are dominated?
47 constraint forall (x in xmin..xmax, y in ymin..ymax)
48 (dominated[x,y] = exists (s in Solutions) (is_dominated(x,y,s)));
49
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50 % Do not include the end-points in computation of hypervolume
51 var int: hypervolume :: add_to_output = sum([dominated[x,y] | x in

xmin..xmax-1, y in ymin..ymax-1]);,!

52

53 solve maximize hypervolume;

A.3 Model for the Multi-Objective, Multi-Dimensional Knapsack Problem

See Listing 8 for a MiniZinc model for the multi-objective, multi-dimensional knapsack problem. The
model is taken from the MiniZinc Challenge [41, 40] benchmark repository, and transformed into a three-
objective optimisation problem by introducing two additional profit arrays, knapsack constraints, and ob-
jectives.

Listing 8: A MiniZinc model for the multi-objective, multi-dimensional knapsack problem.

1 %------------------------------------------------------------------------------%
2 % Multi Dimensional Knapsack Problem
3 %------------------------------------------------------------------------------%
4

5 include "knapsack.mzn";
6

7 %------------------------------------------------------------------------------%
8 % Parameters
9

10 int: N; % number of variables
11 int: M; % number of constraints
12

13 set of int: VRange = 1..N;
14 set of int: CRange = 1..M;
15

16 array[CRange,VRange] of int: a; % Weight of items per bin
17 array[CRange] of int: b; % Sizes of bins
18 array[VRange] of int: c1; % Profit of items
19 array[VRange] of int: c2; % Profit of items
20 array[VRange] of int: c3; % Profit of items
21

22 %------------------------------------------------------------------------------%
23 % Variables
24

25 array[VRange] of var 0..1: x :: add_to_output; % Whether an item is packed
26 array[CRange] of var 0..ub_array(b): bVar; % Total weight in a bin
27

28 var 0..sum(c1): objective1 :: add_to_output;
29 var 0..sum(c2): objective2 :: add_to_output;
30 var 0..sum(c3): objective3 :: add_to_output;
31

32 %------------------------------------------------------------------------------%
33 % Constraints
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34

35 % Constraining the size of the bins
36 %
37 constraint
38 forall(i in CRange)( bVar[i] >= 0 /\ bVar[i] <= b[i] );
39

40 % Knapsack constraints
41 %
42 constraint
43 forall(i in CRange)(
44 knapsack([a[i,j] | j in VRange], c1, x, bVar[i], objective1) /\
45 knapsack([a[i,j] | j in VRange], c2, x, bVar[i], objective2) /\
46 knapsack([a[i,j] | j in VRange], c3, x, bVar[i], objective3)
47 );
48

49 %------------------------------------------------------------------------------%
50 % Objectives
51

52 solve minimize objective1;
53 solve minimize objective2;
54 solve minimize objective3;
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